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Abstract
Agile Research Delivery
by
Ivo Jimenez
Reproducibility is the cornerstone of the scientific method. Yet, in the computational
and data-intensive branches of science, a gap exists between current practices and the
ideal of having every new scientific discovery be easily reproducible. At the root of this
problem are the dysfunctional forms of communication between the distinct stakeholders
of science: researchers, their peers, students, librarians and other consumers of research
outcomes working in ad-hoc ways; groups of individuals organized as independent
silos, sharing minimal information between them, all of them with the common task of
publishing, obtaining, re-executing and validating experimentation pipelines associated
to scientific claims contained in scholarly articles and technical reports. This dissertation
characterizes the practical challenges associated to the research lifecycle (creation,
dissemination, validation, curation and re-use of scientific explorations) and draws
analogies with similar problems experimented by software engineering communities in
the early 2000’s. DevOps, the state-of-the-art software delivery methodology followed by
companies and open source communities, appeared in late 2000’s and addresses these
analogous issues.
By framing the problem of research delivery (iterating the research lifecycle) as a problem
of software delivery, it becomes possible to repurpose the DevOps methodology to address
the practical challenges faced by experimenters across the domains of computational
and data-intensive science. This thesis presents Popper, an experimentation protocol
for writing articles and carrying out scientific explorations following DevOps principles.
Popper brings agility to research delivery in a domain-agnostic way by considering the
end-to-end research delivery cycle, making it easier for all the stakeholders of science
to publish, access, re-execute and validate experimentation pipelines. This dissertation
also presents reusable tools in the domain of computer systems research. In a research
xii
delivery context, this toolset covers the multiple phases of the research lifecycle and helps
systems research practitioners carry out validations of scientific claims in this domain in
an agile manner.
For this work, I was awarded the 2018 Better Scientific Software Fellowship, an initiative
from the US Department of Energy whose goal is to foster best software development
practices among the US scientific community. The Popper CLI tool, and its associated
education materials, are currently being used to train new generations of scientists on
how to be aware and guard against the multiple practical challenges in reproducibility.
xiii
This thesis is dedicated to the women in my life that have forged and continue to
shape who I am: Rita, Ana Dolores, Ana Lucia and Eva. And to my brother and
best friend Enrique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Reproducibility is the cornerstone of the scientific method. Yet, in the Computational
and Data-intensive branches of Science [1] (CDS), a gap exists between current practices
and the ideal of having every new scientific discovery be easily reproducible [2]. One of
the main challenges in experimental CDS is the lack of stability induced by the continual
stream of changes in software and hardware that make it difficult to run experiments in a
reliable way. In this scenario of continual change, repeating an experiment that someone
else has published with the expectation of obtaining the same results is commonly
perceived as unrealistic, especially in computer systems research where performance
is the main subject of study [3]. Additionally, advances in computer science (CS)
and software engineering (SE) that address the challenges of continuously changing
environments slowly and painfully make their way into the lifecycle of the different
domains of CDIS—even in CS research itself, paradoxically [4–6].
The problem of dealing with continual change has been known to the SE community
since its inception as a discipline [7] and, not surprisingly, has attempted to address it by
coming up with methodologies, technologies and best practices that make this problem
tractable [8–10]. The DevOps methodology [11–13] is the most recent incarnation in
the evolutionary line of software delivery practices. The term software delivery [14–16]
is used instead of software development in order to emphasize the fact that successful
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management of the complete application lifecycle is the main driver of success in a
software-based company. Software delivery goes well beyond writing and testing code
in a constrained development environment, it encompasses tasks such as infrastructure
management, software deployment, and real-time monitoring.
The term DevOps is a clipped compound of the words “Development” and “Operations”,
and denotes the combination of software development (“Dev”) with IT operations (“Ops”)
as a methodology to address the problem of software delivery. The precise definition
of DevOps that I use throughout this thesis is the one from [12]: “a set of practices
intended to reduce the time between committing a change to a system and the change
being placed into normal production, while ensuring high quality”. Through a bast array
of tools and their underlying concepts such as version-control, hash-based namespaces,
hardware- and OS-level virtualization, continuous integration, continuous deployment,
and continuous monitoring, DevOps addresses the complexities of communication across
the three main stakeholder domains that are in charge of the software application
lifecycle: development, quality assurance and operations [17]. In short, DevOps is the
state-of-the-art methodology that software engineers follow in order to test, release,
deploy, monitor and maintain applications.
The success of DevOps outside of software engineering circles is understated. From
small organizations all the way to Fortune 1000 companies, the DevOps methodology
is transforming the way in which software products get delivered [18]. Even in highly-
regulated industries such as finance and health, DevOps adoption is growing as well
[19,20]. Analysts estimate that the market size of companies developing tools or providing
IT services around DevOps will be 12.25 billion USD by the year 2025 [21]. GitLab, a
prominent example of an open-source company within the DevOps space was recently
valued in 1.1 billion USD [22].
And what does DevOps have to do with science? The goal of my work is to cast the
research lifecycle in CDS as a problem of “research delivery”, that is, to view the research
lifecycle as an instance of the problem of software delivery, in particular through the lens
of DevOps. People across the disciplines of CDS spend their days carrying out activities
associated to the research lifecycle: creation, dissemination, validation, curation and
re-use of experiments. Students and researchers deal constantly with practical issues
2
associated with these activities; issues that can be addressed by applying DevOps
principles in a scientific context.
My thesis is that by understanding the practical challenges faced
throughout the research lifecycle, it becomes possible to apply
DevOps principles to accelerate the pace of scientific discovery.
This dissertation describes challenges that practitioners face during the research lifecycle;
introduces an experimentation protocol that holistically addresses the practical aspects of
the research lifecycle by applying DevOps principles; and, within the domain of computer
systems research, presents five tools that allow researchers to iterate the research lifecycle
faster.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Section 1.2 presents a research lifecycle workflow and describes the practical
challenges faced throughout it. I use this workflow to describe the analogies
between software delivery (addressing application lifecycle issues) and research
delivery (addressing research lifecycle issues). In addition, I also use this workflow
to structure and describe my contributions.
• Chapter 2 surveys related work from the point of view of the research lifecycle,
both across domains of CDIS and within computer systems research.
• Chapter 3 presents Popper [23–25], a domain-agnostic methodology for creating
experimentation pipelines following DevOps software delivery principles. To the
best of my knowledge, Popper is the first attempt at holistically addressing the
problems associated to the research lifecycle by framing it from the point of view
of software delivery. I give a brief introduction in Section 1.2.2.
• Chapter 4 presents reusable tools that address practical challenges found in the
lifecycle of computer systems research. I give a brief introduction to these tools in
Section 1.2.2.
• Chapter 5 outlines our ongoing and future work. This chapter presents Black Swan
[26], our vision for an open-source, collaborative research delivery platform based
3
on Popper that allows researchers to integrate domain-specific tools such as the
ones presented in Chapter 4, while at the same time allowing multiple communities
of CDS to contribute to the domain-agnostic aspects of research delivery.
1.2 Contributions
People across the CDS disciplines spend their days carrying out activities associated
to the research lifecycle: creation, dissemination, validation, curation and re-use of
experiments. I now present (Section 1.2.1) a research lifecycle workflow [27–29] as a way
of structuring the practical challenges faced while carrying out research in CDS. I use it
throughout this thesis to describe the analogies between software delivery (addressing
application lifecycle issues) and research delivery (addressing research lifecycle issues). I
also use this workflow to structure my contributions (Section 1.2.2).
1.2.1 The Research Lifecycle
The diagram in Fig. 1.1 illustrates the research lifecycle workflow. The main phases are
denoted by dashed-line boxes, while activities carried out at each phase are enclosed in
solid-line boxes; main stakeholders at each phase are within call-out ovals.
The following subsections (1.2.1.1-1.2.1.5) describe in detail each of the main phases of
the research lifecycle and the practical challenges faced while carrying them out. For each
phase, I classify challenges in two: (1) those that are shared across disciplines of CDS
and (2) those that are domain-specific, with an emphasis on issues faced in computer
systems research. Lastly, subsection 1.2.1.6 discusses research lifecycle methodologies.
1.2.1.1 Creation
The core of the research lifecycle is the creation phase, where an experimentation pipeline
is implemented and tested by its authors. Figure 4.16 shows a diagram of a generic
pipeline typical of CDS. At each stage of this pipeline, researchers carry out activities
such as planning and designing experiments; writing, compiling, testing and executing
4
Figure 1.1: A research lifecycle workflow.
code; creating and managing datasets; visualizing results; writing notes, documentation
and manuscripts in the form of technical reports and scholarly articles.
The set of domain-agnostic challenges in this phase is a proper subset of SE [30]:
programming productivity [31,32], software testing [33,34], among others. Current
practices for carrying out activities in this phase are ad-hoc and manual; little to
no automation is implemented in CDS experimentation pipelines. One of the most
challenging tasks (if not the most challenging) is the verification of experiments [35–37],
i.e. ensuring that results produced by an experiment properly back the scientific claim
being made.
In the domain of systems research, where performance is the main subject of study, the
main challenge is to identify, understand and control the distinct sources of performance
variability [3,38,39].
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Figure 1.2: A generic experimentation pipeline in CDS. At each stage of this pipeline,
researchers carry out activities such as planning and designing experiments; writing,
compiling, testing, and executing code; creating and managing datasets; visualizing
results; writing notes, documentation and manuscripts.
Goal: Create and verify experimentation pipelines.
Challenges: Increase productivity without impacting validity of results;
ensure that an experimentation pipeline is properly backing up a scientific
claim.
1.2.1.2 Dissemination
The dissemination phase is where scientific evidence and research insights get published
and shared with others. From a practical point of view, this phase is where experiment
code and data is shared with others. The most widely used form of communication
is written manuscripts such as scholarly publications, internal technical reports or
presentations.
The main challenge across CDS domains is to find the mechanisms to ensure that others
can easily access all the assets associated to a scientific claim, including the complete
experimentation pipelines as well as the associated context needed to execute them
including inputs and output datasets [40–42]. Sharing all this information is necessary
in order to properly validate claims.
Within the domain of computer systems research, the challenge is to disseminate the
scholarly product in a format that captures the entire system context [6], such as
compilation flags, parameters to subsystems of the BIOS and OS, among others.
Goal: Publish and share experimentation pipelines.
Challenges: What should be shared? In which format? How should it be
organized? How should it be shared?
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1.2.1.3 Validation
The validation phase is where others corroborate the claims made by the original authors.
Several challenges arise in this phase across all domains of CDS, mainly in terms of re-
executing an experimentation pipeline (prepare the computational environment), as well
as interpreting results and determining whether original claims hold after re-executing
it. Ideally, all this would be done automatically and without requiring the intervention
of the original authors. The generally held assumption from researchers in CDS is that
this phase is expensive to carry out both in time and effort.
Within systems research, some scientific claims rely on highly specialized conditions such
as executing on custom hardware, proprietary software or running at very large scales [43].
Reviewers and readers might not have access to these resources due to security, economic
or intellectual property issues, making it difficult to properly recreate the environment
where an experimentation pipeline originally executed [44]. Even if hardware and software
is the same, multi-tenancy [45], platform noise [46], non-deterministic ordering in parallel
executions [47], among others, increase the complexity of this problem.
Goal: Check if claims hold on new scenarios.
Challenges: How can reviewers and readers re-execute an experimentation
pipeline without the help of the original authors? How should results be
interpreted? How do readers know that they have obtained results that back
a scientific claim? If a claim does not hold? how should the root cause be
investigated?
1.2.1.4 Curation
Curation is the phase where long-term maintenance of an experimentation pipeline is
performed. Traditional curation activities involve cataloging, indexing and archiving
research artifacts so they can be easily accessed [48]. In education, curated experiments
are an invaluable teaching tool for introducing students to a new domain [49].
High-level goals such as the ones expressed by the FAIR principles [50] (findability,
accessibility, interoperability and re-usability) frame the practical challenges in the
curation of experimentation pipelines and datasets. Given the continually-changing
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nature of cyber infrastructure, one of the main challenges is to preserve the original
context in which a pipeline was executed.
In systems research, there is a strong correlation between the results of an experimentation
pipeline and the temporal dimension of technology. By temporal dimension, we mean the
timeline of hardware technology, with a whisker in it determining the available hardware
at that point in time, which in turn determines the performance behavior of a system.
The claims contained in a systems research paper highly depend on its corresponding
point in this timeline. The outcome of an experiment will certainly be different in the
future due to the fact that new technology observes distinct performance behavior. A
prominent example of this is the effect that solid-state drive (SSD) technology had on
well-established performance behavior assumptions of relational databases, which up to
that point assumed hard-disk drives (HDD) as the main storage medium [51,52]. Thus,
in order to preserve an experiment as it was originally published, we need to capture
and preserve the “performance landscape” of distinct system resources (memory, CPU,
I/O, network) at the time a systems research experimentation pipeline is disseminated.
Goal: Maintaining the functional integrity of a pipeline, regardless of whether
results are correct or not.
Challenges: How can long-term availability and reusability of code and data
be guaranteed? How can the original context of an experiment be preserved
so that claims are corroborated in exactly the same original conditions?
1.2.1.5 Technology Transfer
The technology transfer phase is where research insights are transferred to an operational
or commercial environment [53,54]. The main challenge across all domains is validating
that the same results obtained in the research environment hold when the technology is
transferred to a production environment [55].
Goal: Productize research insights, or incorporate them into an existing
software product.
Challenges: How can transfer time be minimized? How can original experi-
ments be used to validate that the transfer has been done successfully?
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1.2.1.6 Research Lifecycle Methodologies
In the context of this dissertation, a methodology is an outlining of the way in which
experiments are implemented, disseminated, validated, curated and transferred, i.e. an
outlining of the way in which experiments should be implemented and how they are
communicated throughout the research lifecycle. This can be expressed in the form of
a list of high-level guidelines [44,56], best practices [57–60], conventions [61] or formal
protocols [62–64].
One of the biggest challenges throughout the research lifecycle is communicating what
an author has done across all the lifecycle phases. Going across “stakeholder domains”
usually comes with an associated loss of contextual information that was not properly
communicated from the previous phase. For example, most of papers in systems research
make the code of the system being studied available through Github or similar version-
control web services. Important information such as how the code was compiled or on
which platforms was executed is not made available. Validating claims without this
information is impossible.
Goal: Define methodologies for implementing experimentation pipelines
that allow researchers to communicate all the necessary information for their
proper consumption.
Challenges: Can we define a domain-agnostic methodology? Can a method-
ology address the needs of all the stakeholders across the research lifecycle?
1.2.2 Research Lifecycle Challenges Addressed by This Dissertation
My contributions can be placed in the context of the research cycle workflow presented
previously. In Fig. 1.3, I re-use the workflow shown in Fig. 1.1 and overlay symbols that
denote the parts of the research delivery cycle that are addressed by my contributions1.
These contributions can be organized in two broad categories: those that are domain-
agnostic (Chapter 3) and those that pertain to the domain of computer systems research
(Chapter 4).
1The boxes without a symbol are outside of the scope of my work, in particular, the tech transfer
phase of the workflow which entails re-implementing code in other contexts.
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Figure 1.3: Diagram illustrating my contributions.
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Popper [23–25] (Chapter 3) is a domain-agnostic experimentation protocol for creating
experimentation pipelines following state-of-the-art software delivery principles (DevOps).
The research lifecycle workflow presented in Fig. 1.1 defines a process: communicating
research insights to the distinct stakeholders in research (reviewers, students, librarians,
and software developers). This process involves writing and testing experimentation
pipelines associated to scientific explorations. The problem of research delivery can be
defined as the problem of iterating the end-to-end research delivery lifecycle as fast as
possible without compromising scientific rigor. In this view, DevOps principles (that
address the analogous problem of software delivery) can be adapted and extended to
address the challenges that arise when one tries to bring agility to research delivery. The
Popper protocol aids practitioners in applying DevOps principles, resulting in a unified,
holistic approach to address the research lifecycle challenges described previously (1.2.1).
While the Popper protocol addresses the practical, domain-agnostic challenges faced by
practitioners while carrying out the research lifecycle workflow, it is not sufficient in
order to address all the issues in research delivery. Every discipline within CDS needs
to address domain-specific aspects in order to avoid sacrificing scientific rigour. In this
domain-specific context, having tools that aid in the creation, validation and curation of
scientific claims has a direct impact on how agile can practitioners be while iterating the
research delivery cycle. My contributions in the domain of computer systems research
are listed below. They have the collective goal of bringing agility to the iteration of the
research delivery cycle in systems research.
• Fingerprinter (Section 4.1). Validating claims in systems research requires
having access to contextual temporal information about the performance context
in which an experimentation pipeline is executed. Fingerprinter implements a
lightweight performance profiling technique to characterize the underlying system
where a pipeline runs [65]. This information can then be associated to executions
of an experimentation pipeline so that it can later be used in the validation
and curation of system research experiments. Since these profiles capture the
performance landscape, they address the temporal issues in curation described
in Chapter 1.2.1.4. In addition, these profiles can also be used as the basis for
creating other tools, as is the case for CLAPP and quiho and CONFIRM (see
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below).
• Aver (Section 4.2). Currently, scientific claims contained in a paper are expressed
in narrative form, which implies that a human needs to interpret the text in order
to verify that the result of an experiment properly backs a scientific claim. In my
work, I look at how claims can be formally specified in machine-readable format
such that they can be automatically verified. Aver is a DSL for formally specifying
(in first-order logic) scientific claims that refer to the outcome of an experimentation
pipeline [66]. Aver statements are written by authors (creation phase) to express
their claims and make them part of the experimentation pipelines. Aver is also the
name of the validation engine that checks Aver statements against the output of a
pipeline in order to validate scientific claims (validation phase).
• CLAPP (Section 4.3). In a scenario where an experimental infrastructure gets
updated by adding a new batch of compute, network and storage devices to
its inventory of machines, testing every existing pipeline on the new hardware
represents a challenge since one would rather skip experiments for which we expect
results to hold. In other words, it is desirable to allocate resources to test claims
for which validations are likely to not hold, so that we can proceed to explain
the root cause, which in turn might result in generating new research insights.
Cross-platform Learning-Assisted Performance Prediction (CLAPP) is a tool
for predicting performance regressions on newer, unseen hardware platforms [67].
CLAPP can be used to predict when an expectation will not hold, without having
to re-execute an experiment (validation phase). When a pipeline has codified
validation (e.g. using Aver statements), CLAPP can be used to automatically
identify (filter) experimentation pipelines whose claims will not hold when executed
on newer platforms, which can serve as scalable way of testing claims for repositories
containing a large number of system research experiments.
• quiho (Section 4.4). In some cases, re-executing an experimentation pipeline
will result in having codified expectations, such as the ones expressed with Aver,
“break”. That is, codified validations might not hold after an experiment has been re-
executed. In systems research, from the point of view of performance engineering,
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this can can be seen as a performance regression. Learning-assisted profiling
of resource utilization behavior can aid in root cause analysis of performance
regressions [68] (validation phase). quiho assists the user in identifying the
starting points of a root cause investigation.
• CONFIRM (Section 4.5). In systems research, a gap exists between current
experimentation practices and the statistically sound analysis of experimental
results that is followed in other domains of empirical research [3]. CONFIRM is a
tool for sanitizing computer infrastructure in bare-metal-as-a-service platforms [69].
CONFIRM can be used in the creation phase of the research lifecycle by authors to
filter out unrepresentative nodes using statistical tests as the elimination criteria
(e.g. “only allocate nodes whose I/O performance is representative of that type
of node with 95% confidence”). In addition, CONFIRM can be used prior to the
execution of a pipeline in order to determine the number of repetitions that an
experiment should be executed in order to obtain results within a user-provided
confidence interval.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
This chapter discusses existing approaches to addressing the challenges outlined in
Chapter 1.2.1.
2.1 Ad-hoc Human Workflows
A typical practice is the use of custom bash scripts to automate some of the tasks of
executing experiments and analyzing results. From the point of view of researchers,
having an ad-hoc framework results in more efficient use of their time, or at least that
is their belief. Since these are personalized scripts, they usually hard-code many of
the parameters or paths to files in a local machine. Worst of all, important contextual
information is in the mind of researchers rather than in the code. Without a list of
guiding principles, going back to an experiment, even for the original author, on the
same environment, represents a time-consuming task.
2.2 Source Code Repositories
Version-control systems [70–72] give authors, reviewers and readers access to the same
code base but the availability of source code does not guarantee reproducibility [6]. While
sharing source code is beneficial, it leaves readers with the daunting task of recompiling,
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reconfiguring, deploying and re-executing an experiment. Things like compilation
flags, experiment parameters and results are fundamental contextual information for
re-executing an experiment that is missing.
2.3 Data Repositories
A data repository [73–76] is often used as an alternative to source code repositories.
These are accessed through a Web UI and are treated as a deposit of all files associated
to a publication. Since they are not source code repositories, they do not keep track
of provenance and do not provide versioning capabilities, so what gets deposited is a
snapshot of what a researcher’s code and data looked like at the time they were uploaded.
Similarly to source code repositories, the lack of a common folder structure and formats
makes it difficult for readers to easily re-execute a published experiment.
2.4 Experiment Repositories
Experiment repositories [77–79] allow researchers to upload artifacts associated with
a paper. Similar to code and data repositories, one of the main problems is the lack
of automation and structure for the code that gets uploaded. The availability of the
artifacts does not guarantee the reproduction of results since a significant amount of
manual work needs to be done after these have been downloaded. Additionally, large
data dependencies cannot be uploaded since there is usually a limit on the artifact file
size.
2.5 Virtual Machines
Hardware virtualization [80–83] can be used to partially address the limitations of sharing
source code. A virtual machine (VM) image can be used as a container of the complete
software stack, from the OS up, along with any data dependency inside a VM image.
However, in the case of systems research where the performance is the subject of study,
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the overheads in terms of performance (the hypervisor “tax”) and management (creating,
storing and transferring) can be high [84] and, in some cases, they cannot be accounted
for easily [85]. In scenarios where OS-level virtualization [86] is a viable alternative, it
can be used instead of hardware-level virtualization to pack all the software dependencies
of an experiment [87]. In addition, neither containers nor VMs are suitable for dealing
with large datasets.
2.6 Experiment Packing
Experiment packing entails tracing an experiment at runtime to capture all its depen-
dencies and generating a package that can be shared with others [88–93]. In addition,
since this packages are created by tracing system calls that an experiment do to the OS,
this approach can also be used to create provenance graphs [94]. The resulting packaged
experiment is a compressed folder that can be shared with others so they can re-execute
the exact same experiment. External dependencies such as large datasets cannot be
packaged; the experiment is a black-box without contextual information (e.g. history of
modifications) that is difficult to introspect and to build upon; and packaging does not
explicitly capture validation criteria.
2.7 Ad-hoc Validation
Assuming the reader is able to recreate the environment of an experiment, validating the
outcome requires domain-specific expertise in order to determine the differences between
original and recreated environments that might be the root cause of any discrepancies in
the results. Additionally, reproducing experimental results when the context changes
(hardware and software modifications) is challenging mainly due to the inability to predict
the effects of such changes in the outcome of an experiment [3,38]. In this case validation
is typically done by “eyeballing” figures and the description of experiments in a paper, a
subjective task, based entirely on the intuition and expertise of domain-scientists.
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2.8 High-level Guidelines
High-level guidelines [58,60,95]. Other intermediate approaches rely on the specification
of high-level workflows [96] and ignore some of the details of how an experiment is
precisely defined.
2.9 Scientific Workflow Engines
Scientific workflow engines [97] are a specialized form of a workflow management system
designed specifically to compose and execute a series of computational or data manip-
ulation steps, or workflow, in a scientific application. Taverna [64] and Pegasus [98]
are examples of widely used scientific workflow engines. In recent years, a plethora of
domain-specific workflow engines have emerged1.
2.10 Goals for a New Methodology
Current approaches surveyed previously partially address the challenges presented in
Chapter 1.2.1. Thus, we see the need for a new methodology that:
• Is domain-agnostic: the same methodology applies to any discipline of CDS.
• Improves the personal workflows of scientists: a common methodology that works
for as many distinct projects as possible.
• Captures the end-to-end research lifecycle: enables researchers to produce artifacts
that can be used as the basis of communication and validation throughout the
entire research lifecycle.
• Improves the efficiency of researchers: require the same or less effort than current
practices with the difference of carrying out tasks in a systematic way.
• Maximizes the use of domain-agnostic tools (do not reinvent the wheel!).
1https://github.com/pditommaso/awesome-pipeline
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• Captures validation criteria in an explicit manner: subjective evaluation of results
of a re-execution is minimized.
• Results in experiments that can be easily shared and extended.
• Minimizes the involvement of original authors in the validation of scientific claims.
Chapter 3 presents Popper, a methodology that complies with all the criteria outlined
above. Chapter 4 presents reusable tools that address challenges found in the lifecycle of
computer systems research.
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Chapter 3
Popper: A DevOps Approach to
Addressing Research Lifecycle
Challenges
In this chapter I introduce Popper, a protocol for the creation of experimentation
pipelines based on DevOps principles.
• Section 3.1 introduces the DevOps methodology. First I describe the problem that
DevOps solves by employing milestones in its history. I then give a concrete list
of the principles underpinning the DevOps methodology and briefly describe the
categories in which the DevOps tools can be classified on and show an example a
software delivery pipeline.
• Section 3.2 describes how the research lifecycle introduced in Chapter 1.2.1 can be
casted as a research delivery problem, and draw analogies with software delivery. I
apply the DevOps principles to the research delivery process; I name this SciOps for
short. I identify the need for narrowing and extending some of these principles in
order to apply them in the scientific context and list the resulting SciOps principles.
• Section 3.3 introduces Popper, an experimentation protocol for implementing
research delivery pipelines following SciOps principles.
• Section 3.4 concretizes all preceding sections by discussing how SciOps and Popper
help researchers and students iterate the research lifecycle faster.
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3.1 The DevOps Methodology
Software engineering (SE) methodologies consist of high-level guidelines that dictate
how to go about writing software [99–101]. Methodologies have been proposed ever since
the first programs were written, going back as early as 1960’s according to Elliott et
al. [102]. Fast-forwarding to the year 2001, a group of experts in software development
methodologies (part of the OOPSLA community) met to discuss the challenges and
possible solutions to what they thought was, at that time, a fundamental problem in
software development [103]. In their view, traditional methodologies such as the Waterfall
[104,105] and Rational Unified Process (RUP) [106] methods were out of touch with
the realities of software delivery. In this type of outdated methodologies, the planning,
coding, testing and release of software (application lifecycle) was done in “a single
pass”, with long release cycles (1-2 releases per year) and slow incorporation of customer
feedback [107]. This group of experts published “The Manifesto for Agile Software
Development” [108], a list of principles that encourage rapid and flexible response to
change in the application development lifecycle. Instead of a single six-month cycle, they
proposed to iterate as quickly as possible in order to get customer feedback early in the
development of an application; hence the term “agile”.
Arguably, the agile approach had a profound effect in software development practices
[109–111]. Nowadays, SE practitioners are familiar with words such as Scrum [112] or
Extreme Programming (XP) [113]. However, the manifesto was written before the era of
internet web services, and these views were primarily motivated by issues found in a
context where desktop applications and single-node web services were developed. During
the first half of 2000s, internet companies experienced an exponential growth in their
costumer base and established themselves as highly influential software development
shops [114,115]. The web services landscape brought new challenges in software delivery
that had never been experienced before: the need to be agile in a distributed computing
scenario where issues such as reliability and scalability play a central role [116].
In those days of mid 2000s, the web service development environment was mainly
comprised of two types of roles: developers and operators1 (Fig. 3.1). Developers
1The study of DevOps can also be done by identifying three stakeholder domains in software delivery:
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Figure 3.1: The phases of the software delivery process, with stakeholders denoted
by callout ovals. To simplify our discussion, we only talk about Development and
Operations, assuming QA tasks are shared among the two domains.
where in charge of implementing new features and ensuring that new changes did not
break existing functionality of a set of distributed, web-based applications. Operators,
also known as “sysadmins”, were in charge of maintaining hardware and software
infrastructure, deploying new versions of software, as well as ensuring that services
are always up and running. These groups worked independently from each other and
communicated in ad-hoc ways [117,118]. Having these two stakeholder domains organized
as independent silos created contradicting goals: in order to address constantly-changing
customer needs, developers need to frequently update an application’s codebase; in order
to maximize up-time of services, operators need to minimize the rate of change.
The dysfunctional communication patterns between these two siloed groups also generates
development, quality assurance (QA) and operations. To simplify our discussion, we assume QA tasks
are shared among development and operations domains.
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a lack of trust [119]: developers think operators do not understand how software works
(because they do not write it); operators think that developers do not understand the real
problems of keeping services running (because they do not maintain infrastructure, nor
deploy their software in production). In 2009, the term DevOps appeared; it was used to
name “DevOps Days” [120], a conference whose purpose was to convene developers and
operators to discuss new emergent technologies being used by a niche of OSS projects
and within internet companies to deploy multiple versions of a applications per day
without service disruption [121,122]. The goal of this new type of tools, and its nascent
associated methodology, was to take an agile approach to the issue of software delivery in
the era of web services [123]. Soon after, the term was adopted by a broader community
and thus the DevOps methodology was born.
The main objective of DevOps is to “break the communication barriers” between
developers and operators [119]. This is done by taking a holistic approach to the delivery
of software, mainly by applying software engineering principles to the operations side of
software delivery (Fig. 3.2). In the next section I list and describe in detail the principles
underpinning the DevOps methodology. From the high-level point of view, one of the
key aspects that DevOps enables is the close collaboration between developers, testers
and operators by having a single team whose members have varying degrees of expertise
on the multiple aspects of software delivery. Instead of seeing stakeholder domains
(development, testing, operations) as independent silos of experts, DevOps views these
as skills that one engineer can posses. An engineer might be more knowledgeable in
infrastructure automation than another that is more knowledgeable on the internal
architectural aspects of an application; both of them work in the same team, and know
the basics of the entire delivery process2.
3.1.1 DevOps Principles
By principle, I mean a rule that dictates what should be done. And I use the term
practice to refer to the specific actions that follow a principle. In other words, a principle
2The term “fullstack developer” is a term that is commonly used to refer to a software engineer that
is knowledgeable on the end-to-end aspects of software delivery and the associated tools.
3This image is published by Wikipedia under a CC BY-SA 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/4.0/.
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Figure 3.2: The stages of the software delivery process3. The infinite loop shape denotes
the fact that this is an iterative process. Software delivery pipelines implement this
process by making use of the DevOps toolkit (presented in Section 3.1.2).
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dictates what to do, while a practice outlines how to do it. Thus, in this section I list
the principles underpinning the DevOps methodology, which are implemented in distinct
ways, using distinct tools (discussed in Section 3.1.2).
There are few academic resources on DevOps. Most of what I write in this section is
spread throughout several references, as I was unable to find a “canonical” academic
article that would list explicitly and in detail all the principles underpinning the DevOps
methodology. All this is coming from a list of technical articles [17,123,124], books
[11–14,119,125], blogs [16,121] and recorded talks [126–130].
3.1.1.1 Infrastructure-as-code
Specify the state of infrastructure in machine-readable format.
One of the iconic principles that DevOps embraces is the treatment of infrastructure
as code [131,132]. This refers to the provisioning and management of compute and
network resource by using files written in machine-readable format, usually written in
plain-text formats such as YAML or JSON (see example in Tbl. ??). These files specify
the state and configuration of infrastructure that a developer assumes in order to ensure
the correct behavior of an application. They also serve as the basis of collaboration
and communication, with respect to environmental expectations that a team has on
computational infrastructure. In practice, a written specification of what a team is
expecting defines a common language to communicate between the development and
operations domains, and also results in operations issues being addressed early in a
software project. Also, being plain-text, these files are amenable to version-control (see
3.1.1.2 below).
3.1.1.2 Systematic change management
Manage changes in a systematic way by applying version-control principles.
By this principle, hash-based namespaces are used to assign identifiers to actionable
objects in a software delivery pipeline [133]. Version-control systems a prominent example
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Figure 3.3: An example of how a software delivery pipeline is stored in version control
system. A pipeline at a given time points to all its dependencies.
of this approach [134]. A persistent data structure [135,136] and content-addressable
storage [137] is a common way of implementing a hash-based namespace. IDs can be used
to identify anything from software releases to the (immutable) state of infrastructure
[138]; every dependency in a software delivery pipeline can be accessed and systematically
evolved by making use of these hash IDs (Fig. 3.3). More importantly, these IDs can be
passed to automation tools so that they can act upon them. For example, a developer
can request to run a specific version of tests on a particular version of the code base,
using a particular infrastructure configuration. Having a hash-based namespace allows
to overlay on top all the features of version-control systems such as tracking all changes
(provenance) of objects in the namespace [139] (e.g. which VM image is the predecessor
of the one running now [140]).
3.1.1.3 End-to-end automation
Automate the entire software delivery process.
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Figure 3.4: End-to-end automation brings all the principles together in a unified process.
Deploying multiple versions of a web service, along with all of its dependencies, while
ensuring high quality cannot be done manually. One of the key principles of DevOps is
to automate as much as possible the software delivery pipeline, which in turn reduces the
occurrence of human-induced errors [141]. The diagram on Fig. 3.4 illustrates how an
end-to-end pipeline looks like and how automation ties all the process and the principles
(described below).
3.1.1.4 Self-service
Empower members of a team by allowing them to have access to all the assets
associated to a software delivery pipeline.
Remove human bottlenecks by making the entire delivery pipeline readily available to
anyone in the team [142]. In practice, this means that all the objects associated to a
pipeline are stored in code and data repositories, with all members of a team having
access to them. Additionally, the infrastructure where a pipeline runs is accessible to
the team, so anyone in the team can run tests on-demand without having to wait for
permissions, on the exact same infrastructure where the service runs in production. In
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order to avoid disrupting a service, a common practice is to define development, staging
and production infrastructure areas.
3.1.1.5 Continuous integration
Continuously test the changes made to the codebase of an application.
Having end-to-end automation results in being able to trigger the execution of tests of
a distributed application, by clicking a button [141]. This principle was originated in
Agile software development practices and dictates that test should run as frequently
as possible, ideally for every new commit that is done to a software delivery pipeline
dependency. When the rate of change is too high to test on every commit, there are
strategies to selectively execute tests [143].
3.1.1.6 Continuous deployment
Continuously deploy an application to production.
This principle is an extension of continuous integration and it dictates that deployment
of an application should be done as frequently as possible, ideally on every new change
to the code base. In order to minimize service disruption, a common practice is to
perform an update following a rolling upgrade approach [144], where a service is updated
on a small subset of target nodes first, and is expanded based on results of real-time
monitoring (see 3.1.1.7 below).
3.1.1.7 Continuous monitoring
Continually monitor the behavior of an application.
This allows a team to continuously obtain runtime metrics of an application in order to
detect malfunctions as early as possible [145]. This is not only related to functionality,
performance or security, but also to ensure compliance with internal and external
regulations [146].
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3.1.1.8 Continuous feedback
Continually act on feedback generated by the continuous monitoring of an
application.
This allows a team to get immediate feedback regarding unexpected behavior of an
application [147]. This also refers to continuously gather feedback from users, not just
infrastructure, and to process that feedback as quickly as possible and not in sprints,
even automatically [148].
3.1.1.9 Toolchain homogeneity
Use the same tools across the distinct stakeholder domains.
Use the same set of tools to manage the entire software delivery pipeline [149]. Tools
are a reflection of the way people collaborate and the methodology they follow; in turn,
methodologies influence the processes that people follow [119]. This synergy between
culture and tooling is evident in DevOps. Before DevOps, developers and operators,
being isolated from each other, each used a distinct set of tools. For example, operators
would create custom scripts to manage system infrastructure that were out of reach to
developers. By collaborating closely together, the tools that both domains used converged
into a single set, a result of the unification of software delivery process (Fig. 3.2). In
the next section, I survey the toolkit by looking at the categories of tools, rather than
individual tools.
3.1.2 The DevOps Toolkit
In this section I survey and highlight salient features of the DevOps toolset, organized by
category. This toolkit is used to implement the DevOps principles outlined previously.
3.1.2.1 Version Control
Version-control systems systematically manage the changes done to a code base. More
generally, any set of digital objects can have version-control as its main mechanism for
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managing changes of such objects. This category of tools are used to implement the
“Systematic change management” principle, as well as the “Self-service” principle.
Tools and services: Git4, Svn5 and Mercurial6 are popular VCS tools. GitHub7,
GitLab8 and BitBucket9 are web-based Git repository hosting services. They offer all of
the distributed revision control and VCS functionality of Git as well as adding their own
features. The entire history of the project and its artifacts of public repositories can be
browsed online.
3.1.2.2 Package Management
The goal of package management is to systematically address the problem of dependencies
between distinct pieces of software on a single system, thus implementing the “Systematic
change management” principle.
Tools: Traditional package managers in Linux such as Apt, Yum and Apk. Alternatives
are so called “modern package managers” such as Nix10 or Spack11.
3.1.2.3 Software Portability
While package managers allow to manage dependencies of an application, one still needs
to address the issue of running the same code on multiple platforms. Software portability
tools address this problem by interposing a virtualization layer between an application
and the underlying system. This isolation layer can be at the level of the programming
language runtime, Operating System or hardware.
Tools and services: At the level of the programming language Python (Virtualenv), R
(packrat) and others help to isolate and recreate environment with ease. For projects that
use more than one language or languages without isolation features, Docker12 automates
4http://git-scm.com
5https://subversion.apache.org
6https://www.mercurial-scm.org
7http://github.com
8http://gitlab.com
9https://bitbucket.org
10https://nixos.org/nix/
11https://github.com/LLNL/spack
12http://docker.com
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the deployment of applications inside software containers by providing an additional
layer of abstraction and automation of operating-system-level virtualization on Linux.
In the case of virtual machines, Vagrant13. Modern package managers can also deal with
the issue of isolating environments.
3.1.2.4 Infrastructure Automation
This set of tools implement the principle of “Infrastructure-as-code”. They automate the
task of allocating computational resources.
Tools and services: Cloudlab14, Chameleon15, PRObE16 and XSEDE17 are NSF-
sponsored infrastructures that allows users to request computing resources to execute
multi-node experiments. Additionally, public cloud service providers such as Amazon,
Google, Packet and Rackspace allow users to deploy applications on virtual and bare-
metal instances. Terraform18 is a tool that allows to automate the configuration and
provisioning of infrastructure in a platform-agnostic way. When a Terraform provider
for a particular infrastructure is not available, one can resort to using platform-specific
tools directly. For example CloudLab [150], Grid500K [151], AWS CloudFormation19
and OpenStack Heat20 provide CLI tools for this purpose.
3.1.2.5 Configuration Management and Environment Capture
This set of tools also implement the principle of “Infrastructure-as-code”. They automate
the task of configuring computational resources and can also serve for capturing the
details about the runtime environment (e.g. hardware and OS configuration, versions of
system libraries, etc.). This type of tools implement the “End-to-end automation” and
“Systematic change management” principles.
13http://vagrantup.com
14http://cloudlab.us
15http://chamaleoncloud.org
16https://www.nmc-probe.org
17http://xsede.org
18https://terraform.io
19https://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation
20https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Heat
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Tools and services: Ansible21 is a configuration management utility for configuring
and managing computers, as well as deploying and orchestrating multi-node applications.
Similar tools include Puppet22, Chef23, Salt24, among others.
3.1.2.6 Dataset Management
Some software delivery pipelines deal with the processing of large datasets. While possible,
traditional VCS tools such as Git were not designed to store large files. A proper artifact
repository or dataset management tool is used to handle data dependencies. This type
of tools help implement the “Systematic change management” principle since these tools
provide versioning of the data objects they store.
Tools and services: Examples are Apache Archiva25, Git-LFS26, Datapackages27 or
Artifactory28.
3.1.2.7 Continuous Integration and Deployment
This type of tools implement the “Continuous integration and continuous deployment”
principles.
Tools and services: Travis CI29 is an open-source, hosted, distributed continuous
integration service used to build and test software projects hosted at GitHub. Alternatives
to Travis CI are CircleCI30 and CodeShip31. Other self-hosted solutions exist such as
Jenkins32.
21http://ansible.com
22https://puppet.com
23https://www.chef.io
24https://saltstack.com/salt-open-source
25https://archiva.apache.org
26https://www.nmc-probe.org
27http://frictionlessdata.io/data-packages/
28https://www.jfrog.com/artifactory
29https://travis-ci.org/
30https://circleci.com
31https://codeship.com
32http://jenkins-ci.org
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3.1.2.8 Continuous Monitoring
Monitoring tools give access to runtime performance information. These tools can be
used to implement the principles of “Continuous monitoring”. If the streams that are
generated by this tools are analyzed in real-time, this in turn implements the principle
of “Continuous feedback”.
Tools and services: Many mature monitoring tools exist such as Nagios33, Ganglia34,
StatD35, CollectD36, among many others. For measuring single-machine baseline perfor-
mance, tools like Conceptual37 (network), stress-ng38 (CPU, memory), fio39 and many
others exist.
3.2 SciOps: DevOps Principles Applied to The Research
Delivery Process
The research lifecycle workflow presented in Fig. 1.1 defines a process: communicating
research insights to the distinct stakeholders in research (reviewers, students, librarians,
and software developers). This process involves writing and testing experimentation
pipelines associated to scientific explorations. In the same way than software development
is not the same as software delivery (Section 1), writing experimentation code as part of
a research project is not the same as delivering those research insights. The problem
of research delivery can be defined as the problem of iterating the end-to-end research
delivery lifecycle as fast as possible without compromising scientific rigor.
33https://www.nagios.org
34http://ganglia.info
35https://github.com/etsy/statsd
36https://collectd.org
37https://github.com/lanl/coNCePTuaL
38http://kernel.ubuntu.com/~cking/stress-ng
39https://github.com/axboe/fio
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3.2.1 Research Delivery: The Research Lifecycle Viewed Through The
Software Delivery Glass
If we compare the research lifecycle workflow against the process of software delivery
presented in the last section, we observe a close correspondence in terms of the tasks
that a professional software engineer carries out as part of their job (Tbl. 3.1). Software
engineers need to ensure that their software gets delivered correctly. To do so, they write
and document tests, manage datasets, run multiple types of tests, and so on.
Table 3.1: Comparison of tasks executed as part of a scientific exploration against those
executed in software delivery projects.
Scientific Exploration Software Project
Write experiment code Write tests
Manage datasets Manage test cases
Share code and data Package and release code and data
Analyze and visualize results Analyze test results
Verify claims hold Run unit, integration and non-functional tests
Validate claims in distinct scenarios Ensure code runs OK in production
Write manuscripts Document software
In academic scenarios, there are analogous problems to the ones that the DevOps
methodology tries to address. As illustrated in the research lifecycle workflow (Fig. 1.1),
distinct stakeholders try to get access to the outcome of researchers. While not a proper
“operator” role, the role of a student, research peer or librarian is to get access to an
experimentation pipeline that an author wrote and re-run it, either to validate claims,
extend it so new research is generated, or curate it. Thus, in the scientific context, we
see the same silos that are present in the software engineering world.
If we analyze this siloed academic culture, we can observe that the same dysfunctional
communication patterns are present [152,153]. The main means of communication is a
PDF file, while the actual scholarship is the entire experimentation pipeline, including
all its dependencies and the associated context of where it ran [154]. The state of our
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practice is such that repeating an experiment that someone else has published with
the expectation of obtaining the same results is commonly perceived as unrealistic [6],
especially in computer systems research where performance is the main subject of study
[3].
3.2.2 Applying DevOps Principles To Research Delivery
Can we apply DevOps principles to address the communication and lack of trust between
silos found in research delivery? I now describe the outcome of going over this exercise.
The phases of the research delivery cycle are presented in Fig. 3.5. We refer to this view
of the research cycle through the lens of DevOps as SciOps40 as a short form for “DevOps
principles applied (and adapted) to the problem of research delivery”. When contrasting
DevOps and SciOps delivery processes, we see that DevOps focuses on software delivery
pipelines; SciOps focuses on research delivery pipelines. The main difference is on what
comes after we finish coding. DevOps deploys and continuously monitors an application;
SciOps validates claims in new scenarios.
The nature of the tasks carried out in the creation phases of both SciOps and DevOps
are similar; they mainly boil down to implementing a software delivery (DevOps) or
research delivery (SciOps) pipeline. The differences appear when we contrast the “Ops”
part of each. We can broadly speak of three main differentiator factors:
• Validating a claim vs. deploying a service. In software delivery, the goal is to
have pipelines that result in deploying and continuously monitoring an application
or service; in research delivery, the goal is to validate a claim [156,157]. At the
mechanical level might look like a software delivery pipeline, but one does not
expect to “deploy” an experiment. In other words, an experiment can be seen as a
short-running application in relation to the type applications typically deployed
by DevOps. One only runs a pipeline to prove a claim, not to execute the IT
infrastructure backing up a business.
40The term was coined at the SC’17 BoF on Practical Reproducibility [155].
41This is an image modified from the one published by Wikipedia under a CC BY-SA 4.0 license
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/.
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Figure 3.5: The stages of the research delivery process41. Research delivery pipelines
implement this process by making use of the DevOps toolkit described in Section 3.1.2.
• Emphasis on validation vs. productivity. In the software engineering world,
when a bug on a system appears is found, fixing the functionality (or performance)
of an application is the goal, and this might or not entail finding the root cause
of the malfunctioning behavior through systematic means [158,159]. A prominent
example of this is how the practices encouraged by the field of validation and
verification (V&V) have lower priority in software delivery, where productivity is
given a higher priority [160].
• Long- vs. short-term pipeline maintenance. In a research curation context,
the goal is to maintain an experimentation pipeline that has value for a particular
community [48,161]. For example, in the domain of atmospheric sciences, the ex-
perimentation pipelines for modeling hurricanes Katrina and Sandy are extensively
used as case-studies for testing new modeling techniques, as well as in teaching
newer generations of weather prediction experts.
The lack of features in existing DevOps tools with respect to carrying out the activities
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associated to these three factors is indicative of how software engineering does not value
these as much as they are valued in research delivery.
3.2.3 SciOps Principles
Most DevOps principles (Section 3.1.1) can be applied “as is” to the problem of research
delivery: infrastructure-as-code, end-to-end automation, self-service, continuous integra-
tion and tool-chain homogeneity. I now list the principles that arise in SciOps given the
emphasis on the differentiator factors discussed previously. Their collective goal is to
ease the validation of scientific claims in research delivery.
3.2.3.1 Validation-as-code
Specify scientific claims in machine-readable format.
In research delivery, instead of deferring to operators (readers, curators, research peers)
the task of validating the result of an experimentation pipeline, the original author(s)
can instead codify validations with the goal of having self-verifiable pipelines [25]. In
this way, ambiguity is avoided and authors can specify exactly what they expect from
re-executions of an experimentation pipeline in order to prove their claim. This is an
extension to the infrastructure-as-code since the same plain-text formats can be used to
specify the expectations on the outcome of a pipeline. This also relates to end-to-end
automation since the validation of results can be automated. In Section 4.2, we introduce
a domain-specific language (DSL) that can be used to achieve this.
3.2.3.2 Parameters-as-code
Expose parameters of an experimentation pipeline in machine-readable format.
A common experimentation practice is to hard-code parameters in source code or
experimentation scripts. Instead, researchers can write a file in plain text format
(JSON or YAML) that specify what parameters of an experiment can be modified
(e.g. a parameters.yml file stored as part of the repository that stores the contents
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of a pipeline). This allows consumers of research to easily associate parameters to a
claim, and to have a clear idea of what can be changed when re-executing and re-using
experimentation pipelines.
3.2.3.3 Version-control Infrastructure
Associate IDs to the state of computational infrastructure.
Extend version-control to infrastructure in order to assign hashes to hardware and
firmware, so that these IDs can be exposed through a version-control interface. This
makes it possible to inform experimenters of changes done at the hardware level, allowing
them to be aware of changes that might affect re-executions of a pipeline. This also
makes it possible for automation tools to act upon this information. For example, it
could be possible to rollback to a previous firmware configuration. This principle can be
extended to other cases of dependencies for which versioning techniques are not typically
applied (e.g. versioning the content of a database).
3.2.3.4 Good-enough Context Capture
Capture enough contextual information relevant to root cause analysis.
The first question that is asked after an experiment does not produce the expected
results is: “what changed?”. This in turn requires to analyze the environments on which
the two experimentation pipelines in question (original and re-execution) were executed.
Without contextual information for associated to the execution of an experimentation
pipeline, it is impossible to answer this question. Which information and how detailed
depends on the domain. For example, in systems research, metadata related to the
hardware platform (including firmware), as well as the entire software stack, is necessary
in order to investigate root causes of irreproducibility. In other cases, domain-specific
information is also required, for example in computational science, the seed for the
random number generator being used is fundamental in order to determine differences
between contexts. The main requirement that makes this principle useful in practice
is to represent this information in machine-readable format, so that future automation
tools can act upon this data.
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3.2.3.5 Continuous Validation
Continuously validate claims.
This is the principle that brings all of the above together. The DevOps principles of
end-to-end automation, self-service, combined with the SciOps principles listed above,
make it possible to have “push-button” validation, allowing researchers to continuously
validate claims. This can potentially be extended to a point where root cause analysis
could be automated as well. When contrasting SciOps and DevOps, we can say that this
principle replaces the principles of Continuous Deployment and Continuous Feedback,
as described in 3.2.2.
3.2.4 The SciOps Toolkit
In the same way that the DevOps principles can be applied in research delivery, most of
the tools in the DevOps toolkit can be used “as is” in order to put SciOps principles in
practice:
• Version-control. Used to store the scripts associated to an experimentation
pipeline, as well as to systematically manage software and data dependencies,
infrastructure configuration, and any other.
• Software portability. Used to ease the burden of re-executing an experimentation
pipeline on environments distinct to the one where it originally ran.
• Dataset management. Used to manage the input datasets of experimentation
pipelines in a way that. Most of dataset management tools provide version-control
techniques
• Continuous integration and deployment. Used to continuously test the
integrity of scripts, so that any changes can be automatically tested and bugs can
be identified early.
• Continuous monitoring. Used to gather runtime data about an experiment
such as performance metrics. This information can then later be used to support
a scientific claim or to investigate root causes of irreproducibility.
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We identify the need of extending the following:
• Environment capture. Existing tools allow to capture relevant information such
as versioning of software dependencies. However, they do not capture versioning
information at the infrastructure level. In order to address the need to capture
infrastructure-level versioning information, existing tools need to be extended
with this functionality. Configuration management tools obtain the state of
infrastructure by querying at runtime the underlying systems in order to create a
list of “facts” about compute and network devices. One way of generating IDs for
infrastructure is to find a deterministic way of sorting this metadata, and hash
it so that a checksum is generated. This hash ID can then be used as the ID of
the piece of infrastructure in question. This information can then be associated to
the execution of an experimentation pipeline in order to make this information
available so automation tools can act upon them (e.g. notify an experimenter of
the change in infrastructure, or rollback to a particular configuration).
• Infrastructure automation. Existing tools allow experimenters to specify the
state of infrastructure under which a claim is true. However, they do not directly
support the ability of rolling back infrastructure. Hardware virtualization software
allows to specify the version of the hardware that it is emulating. For certain
pieces of infrastructure such as the BIOS or network switches, there are existing
efforts adding this capabilities. The ideal is to have holistic rollback features in.
In practice, some of this are impossible to achieve, e.g. when storage devices get
upgraded, the system cannot be rolled back so that it uses the old hard-drives.
However, knowing about this change by having a distinct ID for the infrastructure
is a really valuable aid for researchers, e.g. a sanitization phase can run prior to
the execution of an experimentation pipeline in order to identify what pieces of
infrastructure have changed.
Lastly, we identify new categories that address specific issues in SciOps:
• Validation automation. The principle of “Validation-as-code” is not directly
supported by existing DevOps tools. Currently, domain-specific tools such as
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performance regression tools are used in the domain of performance engineering.
Data analysis tools such as the ones for Python or R can be used to accomplish
this, although they are not designed to do this specifically. Similarly, relational
database engines can used to accomplish this, assuming the results of a pipeline are
inserted in a database, and the scientific claims are expressed in the form of SQL.
In Section 4.2, I introduce a tool for addressing this issue of automated scientific
claim validation.
• Root cause analysis. Root cause analysis is inherently a domain-specific task.
Nevertheless, some subtasks in an root cause investigation deal with domain-
agnostic issues such as comparing software dependencies between two executions.
The question of “what changed in the latest execution with respect to the original?”
can be answered at the level of code by existing software development tools.
However, there is no similar tool for applying a “diff” operation between two
computational environments. The goal for such a tool would be to take contextual
information about “original” and “re-executed” sets of metadata, and produce a
result on which things changed, ideally sorted by root cause likeliness (the most
likely difference shown first, the second most likely shown next, etc.).
In summary, the goal of the SciOps toolkit is to implement the SciOps principles, mainly
by automating the tasks in the research delivery process (Fig. 3.5).
3.3 The Popper Experimentation Protocol
Popper [23,24] is an experimentation protocol and CLI tool for implementing scientific
exploration pipelines following SciOps principles. The goal is to aid researchers in
bringing agility to the research delivery of their work. The protocol can be summarized
in three high-level guidelines:
1. Select one or more DevOps tool for implementing each stage of an experimentation
pipeline.
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2. Write portable scripts and organize them following the Popper pipeline folder
convention (described below).
3. Use a version control system to manage the pipeline scripts, documenting changes
in the form of version control commits.
By following these guidelines, researchers can make all artifacts associated to an article
publicly available with the goal of maximizing automation when an experiment is
re-executed and results are validated.
At the core of the Popper methodology is the concept of a pipeline: a series of Bash
scripts that codify a scientific exploration. Following the protocol begins by defining a
pipeline for a scientific exploration, i.e. a sequence of high-level steps that are carried
out when executing an experiment or analysis. For example, a data analysis pipeline
may consist of four stages: (1) obtain a dataset; (2) pre-process the data; (3) run an
analysis on the data; and (4) produce plots.
3.3.1 Pipeline Folder Structure
The contents of a folder for a pipeline are shown in Lst. 3.3 (other examples are available
on Github42). Each stage in a pipeline corresponds to a Bash script, and it codifies
what a person would manually type in a terminal otherwise. A stage in a pipeline is
a relatively simple list of steps (Lst. ??), where each step invokes external tools, and
passes scripts to them, which are themselves stored in the same repository.
There are four key aspects that make Popper pipelines practical. (1) They are version-
controlled, which allows readers to understand what was done over time (and why),
mimicking a lab notebook; (2) thanks to virtualization technology at the language-, OS-
or hardware-level, pipelines are portable and can be easily re-executed by others; (3)
they are automated; and (4) they are self-contained.
42https://popper.rtfd.io/en/latest/sections/examples.html
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3.3.2 Popper Compliance: Self-verifiable Experimentation Pipelines
While implementing a Popper pipeline can be done in many ways thanks to its toolchain-
agnostic approach, in order for a pipeline to be Popper Compliant, it must be a Self-
verifiable Experimentation Pipeline (SEP) [25]. A SEP is a pipeline that carries out the
following high-level tasks in every execution:
1. Code and data checkout. Code must reside on a version control system (e.g.
Github43, Gitlab44, etc.). If datasets are used, then they should reside in a
dataset management system (Zenodo45, CKAN46, Datapackages47, etc.). The
experimentation pipelines must obtain the code/data from these services on every
execution.
2. Setup. The pipeline should build and deploy the code under test. For example, if
a pipeline is using containers or VMs to package their code, the pipeline should
build the container/VM images prior to executing them. The goal of this is to
verify that all the code and 3rd party dependencies are available at the time a
pipeline runs, and that software can be build correctly.
3. Encode resource allocation. If a pipeline requires a cluster or custom hardware,
resource allocation must be done as part of the execution of the pipeline. This
allocation can be static or dynamic. For example, if an experiment runs on custom
hardware, the pipeline can statically allocate (i.e. hardcode IP/hostnames) the
machines where the code under study runs (e.g. GPU/FPGA nodes). Alternatively,
a pipeline can dynamically allocate nodes on CloudLab [150], Grid500K [151],
Chameleon [162], or a public cloud provider. These services typically offer infras-
tructure automation tools such as Geni-lib48 (Cloudlab), Enos [163] (Chameleon),
SLURM [164] (HPC centers), or Terraform49 (AWS, GCP, etc.). All these tools
can be used to automate infrastructure-related tasks.
43https://github.com
44https://gitlab.com
45https://zenodo.org
46https://ckan.org/
47https://frictionlessdata.io/data-packages/
48https://bitbucket.org/barnstorm/geni-lib
49https://terraform.io
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4. Explicit parametrization. Parameters that are relevant to the outcome of the
pipeline need to be made explicit, for example by creating a parameters.yml file.
5. Environment capture. Capture information about the runtime environment.
For example, hardware description, OS, system packages (i.e. software installed by
system administrators), information about remote services (e.g. version and state
of a batch scheduler), etc. Open-source tools such as SOSReport50 or Facter51 can
aid in aggregating this information.
6. Results Validation. Scripts must verify that the output corroborates the claims
made on the article. For example, the pipeline might check that the throughput of
a system is within an expected confidence interval (e.g. defined with respect to
a baseline obtained at runtime), or that a numerical computation is within some
expected bounds. This can be done with domain-specific tools [66], or generic data
analytics stacks such as Python (Pandas [165]) or R [166].
This compliance criteria ensures that an experimentation pipeline is adhering to the
SciOps principles listed in Section 3.2.3.
3.4 Agility in Research Delivery
Popper pipelines can be used to address the problem of communication across the distinct
stakeholders of the research lifecycle (Chapter 1.2.1.6). Similarly to DevOps, an outcome
of SciOps and Popper is an increase in the rate with which information is communicated
throughout the research lifecycle. In this section we describe how SciOps and Popper
bring agility to the entire research delivery process.
3.4.1 Creation
At the creation phase, agility is reflected in higher productivity. This is not proper of an
academic context but it has been proven empirically in the software delivery context.
Concretely, practitioners observe the following:
50https://github.com/sosreport/sos
51https://github.com/puppetlabs/facter
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• Faster personal workflow iteration.
• Minimizing human errors via automation.
• Increased confidence in results.
• Lower cognitive load thanks to systematic management of change.
• Reduced impedance mismatch between scientific workflow and what people do in
software delivery.
An aspect that is proper of a research delivery context, is the benefits that come from
thinking a-priori of an experimentation pipeline, and its automated validation. Having to
go through this exercise has the consequence of experimenters going through experimental
design activities and apply best practices in their corresponding domains.
3.4.2 Dissemination
There are three main outcomes of following SciOps and Popper. The first one comes
from the “Self-service” principle which results in the removal of dissemination barriers.
Using services such as Github or Gitlab, the only impediment for a person to access
experimentation pipelines is having the permission to do so. If a repository’s visibility is
“public”, then as soon as a paper is published, the associated pipelines can be accessed
by anyone, assuming they can access an internet connection. Secondly, Popper pipelines
are self-contained, so there is nothing missing when they get accessed by any stakeholder.
Lastly, since the folder structure of a “popperized” repository is well defined, a research
dissemination namespace is implicitly defined:
<service>/<account>/<repository>/<pipeline>
Where:
• service. Is the name of the version-control service, for example github, gitlab,
bitbucket, etc.
• account. Is the name of an organization or individual account.
• repository. The name of the repository on the service.
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• pipeline. The name of the pipeline within the repository.
For example, the Popper CLI tool allows researchers and students to search and access
pipelines easily.
The Popper CLI is capable of searching searching across multiple services:
$ popper search data-science
[####################################] Searching in popperized | 100%
Search results:
> popperized/swc-lesson-pipelines/docker-data-science
And obtaining pipelines:
$ popper add popperized/swc-lesson-pipelines/docker-data-science
Downloading pipeline docker-data-science as docker-data-science...
Updating popper configuration...
Pipeline docker-data-science has been added successfully.
This showcases the agility in dissemination that SciOps and Popper bring to the dissem-
ination phase.
3.4.3 Validation
The validation phase benefits from the “End-to-end automation” principle. Consumers
of experimentation pipelines can easily test whether a scientific claim holds on new
scenarios.
Another agility aspect is with respect to the investigation of root causes of irreproducibil-
ity. When an expectation on the output of a pipeline does not hold, a researcher has the
necessary information required to diff between original vs repeated execution since the
version-control repository records not only inputs but also outputs, as well as relevant
environmental information.
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3.4.4 Curation
The principles applicable to the validation phase are also applicable to the curation phase.
Since curating research entails checking the integrity of an experimentation pipeline,
continuous integration and validation help achieve this goal.
In addition, and more importantly, the “Comprehensive Environment Capture” principle
is highly relevant since it allows to store information about the context associated to the
results of an execution of an experimentation pipeline. This information can be recorded
and serve as reference in future curation efforts.
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Listing 3.1 An example of infrastructure-as-code. The configuration is written in
Terraform’s HCL language and requests 3 compute nodes on Google’s Cloud Platform.
provider "google" {
region = "${var.region}"
project = "${var.project_name}"
credentials = "${file("${var.credentials_file_path}")}"
}
resource "google_compute_instance" "www" {
count = 3
name = "tf-www-${count.index}"
machine_type = "f1-micro"
zone = "${var.region_zone}"
tags = ["www-node"]
boot_disk {
initialize_params {
image = "ubuntu-os-cloud/ubuntu-1404-trusty-v20160602"
}
}
network_interface {
network = "default"
}
}
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Listing 3.2 Contents of a pipeline.
paper-repo/pipelines/gassyfs
|- README.md
|- baseliner
| |- config.yml
|- docker
| |- Dockerfile
|- geni
| |- cloudlab_request.py
|- results
| |- output.csv
|- run.sh
|- setup.sh
|- validate.sh
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Listing 3.3 Contents of a ‘setup‘ stage.
#!/usr/bin/env bash
set -ex
if [ ! -f "cloudlab/allocation.yml" ]; then
echo "Error, expecting file cloudlab/allocation.yml"
exit 1
fi
# [wf] allocate a set of machines on cloudlab
docker run --rm --name=geni-lib \
-v ${PWD}/cloudlab/allocation.yml:/cloudlab/allocation.yml \
-v ${PWD}/cloudlab/output:/cloudlab/output \
-v ${CLOUDLAB_PUBKEY_PATH}:${CLOUDLAB_PUBKEY_PATH} \
-v ${CLOUDLAB_CERT_PATH}:${CLOUDLAB_CERT_PATH} \
--entrypoint=python \
cloudlab/geni-lib:v0.9.7.9
request
# [wf] sanitize allocation with short-running microbenchmarks
docker run --rm --name=ansible \
-v ${SSH_KEY_PATH}:/root/.ssh/id_dsa \
-v ${PWD}/ansible/play.yml:/tmp/play.yml \
ansible:1.12.0
ansible-playbook /tmp/play.yml
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Chapter 4
Reusable Tools For Addressing Research
Lifecycle Challenges in Computer
Systems Research
In a SciOps context, having tools that aid in the validation of scientific claims has a
direct impact on the speed in which experimenters can iterate the research delivery cycle.
In this chapter I present a set of tools that aid researchers in the domain of computer
systems:
• Section 4.1 presents Fingerprinter, a tool for capturing performance information
about a platform in a quick and actionable manner. This tool is used in the
creation and validation phases of the research delivery process, allowing experi-
menters to associate contextual information to the execution of an experimentation
pipeline. This information can be used in the analysis of re-executions of a pipeline.
Fingerprinter implements the “Good-enough Context Capture” principle of SciOps.
• Section 4.2 presents Aver, a DSL and validation engine. Aver is used in the creation
and validation phases of the research delivery process to formally specify and
automatically validate scientific claims. Aver implements the “Validation-as-code”
principle of SciOps.
• Section 4.3 presents CLAPP, a tool for building performance prediction models
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of experiments. These models can be used to identify experimentation pipelines
whose associated claims might not hold, when executed on newer platforms. This
is helpful in the validation of a large amount of experimentation pipelines since
it avoids the need to re-execute them in order to verify a scientific claim, saving
computational resources. CLAPP helps to optimize automation of experiment
validation, hence helping realize the “Continuous validation” principle of SciOps in
systems research.
• Section 4.4 presents quiho, a tool for aiding in investigations of root cause analysis
of irreproducibility. quiho leverages fingerprints to create resource utilization
profiles of experiments that allow experimenters to automatically generate hints on
changes related to resource utilization. quiho also helps to realize the “continuous
validation” principle of SciOps.
• Section 4.5 presents CONFIRM, a tool that aids researchers in the creation phase
of research delivery. CONFIRM is used prior to the execution of a pipeline in order
to determine the number of repetitions that an experiment should be executed
in order to obtain results within a user-provided confidence interval. CONFIRM
aids experimenters to implement the “parameters-as-code” principle, by capturing
explicitly the statistical confidence intervals assumed in an experiment.
4.1 Fingerprinter: Lightweight Profiling of System Per-
formance for Future Reference
Performance profiles of a compute platform1 are an invaluable aid in performance
engineering. Profiling involves recording resource utilization for an application over time.
In general, this can be done in two ways: timed- and event-based profiles. Timed-based
profiling samples the instruction pointer at regular intervals and generates a function call
tree with each node having a percentage of time associated with it, which represents the
amount of time that the CPU spends within that piece of code. Event-based profiling
1I use the term “platform” to refer to the combination of hardware, firmware and OS. In addition,
when we use “application” (or “app”) we mean the entire software stack, that is, an application and all
its dependencies, excluding the OS.
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samples at regular intervals different events at the hardware- and OS-level in order to
obtain a distribution of events over time.
Existing profiling alternatives rely on instrumentation of either the application in question
or the underlying OS. In either case, the system needs to execute an application in
“profiling mode” in order to enable the instrumentation mechanisms that the OS has
available for carrying out this task. For example, profiles generated by the popular
perf Linux tool are obtained for a particular application on a particular platform.
Comparisons between profiles can only be done either for the same application across
platforms, or for multiple applications on the same platform (but not both). Since one
of our goals is to use performance profiles in curation and validation of systems research
(see Section 4.1.3), where we need to be agnostic about applications and hardware, these
existing approaches are not suitable to our needs.
4.1.1 Application- and Architecture-agnostic Performance Profiling
How can we create performance profile of a platform that is both application- and
architecture-agnostic, and that does not require to instrument code nor to run applications
in profiling mode? A feasible alternative is to create synthetic microbenchmarks that get
as close as possible to exercising all the available features of a system. In this approach,
each microbenchmark is only using a specific feature of the platform, for example, only
making floating point operations in a loop. Using this battery of microbenchmarks, we
can obtain a performance profile of a machine: a performance vector. When this vector
is compared against the one corresponding to another machine, we can quantify the
difference in performance between the two platforms at a per-microbenchmark level in
an architecture-independent way. This performance vector (one dimension per distinct
microbenchmark) is the “fingerprint” that characterizes the performance behavior of
a platform and has multiple uses, as described in Section 4.1.3. I now describe two
alternative batteries of microbenchmarks that I use in my work.
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Table 4.1: List of stressors used in this dissertation, along with the categories assigned
to them by stress-ng. Note that some stressors are part of multiple categories.
stressor CPU Cache Mem VM
af-alg X
atomic X X
bigheap X
brk X
bsearch X X X
cache X
cpu X
crypt X
full X
heapsort X X X
hsearch X X X
icache X
lockbus X X
longjmp X
lsearch X X X
malloc X X X
matrix X X X
memcpy X
mincore X
mmap X
mremap X
msync X
nop X
numa X X
oom-pipe X
qsort X X X
remap X X
resources X
rmap X
shm X
shm-sysv X
stack X X
stackmmap X X
str X X X
stream X X
tsearch X X X
vecmath X X
vm X X
vm-rw X X
vm-rw
vm-splice X
zero X
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4.1.1.1 stress-ng
stress-ng [167] is a tool that is used to “stress test a computer system in various
selectable ways. It was designed to exercise various physical subsystems of a computer
as well as the various operating system kernel interfaces”. There are multiple stressors
for CPU, CPU cache, memory, OS, network and filesystem. Since we focus on system
performance bandwidth, we execute 42 stressors for CPU, CPU cache, memory and
virtual memory stressors (Tbl. 4.1 shows the list of stressors we use). A stressor
(or microbenchmark) is a function that loops for a fixed amount of time, exercising
a particular subcomponent of the system. At the end of its execution, stress-ng
reports the rate of iterations executed for the specified period of time (referred to as
bogo-ops-per-second). Every stressor (element in the vector) can be mapped to basic
features of the underlying platform. For example, bigheap is directly associated to
memory bandwidth, zero to memory mapping, qsort to CPU performance (in particular
to sorting data), and so on and so forth.
4.1.1.2 likwid
Instead of stress-ng, we can obtain performance feature vectors using likwid-bench
[168], the microbenchmarking tool that is part of the Likwid framework [169].
likwid-bench is a benchmarking application together with a framework to enable
rapid prototyping of multi-threaded assembly kernels. likwid-bench can be thought
of a flexible and easily- extensible version of STREAM [170], the popular memory
benchmarking tool. With likwid-bench, adding a new benchmark amounts to creating
a simple text file and recompiling. The framework takes care of threaded execution and
pinning, data allocation and placement, time measurement and result presentation. The
tool comes with twelve pre-defined kernels to test common CPU and memory operations
such as copy, load, and store memory operations, as well as vector multiplications.
The list of available kernels is the following:
• copy. Standard memcpy benchmark. A[i] = B[i].
• load. Load memory operations.
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• store. Store memory operations.
• sum. Sum of a vector. A[i] = B[i] + C[i]
• stream. Classical STREAM triad. A[i] = B[i] + a * C[i].
• triad. Full vector triad. A[i] = B[i] + C[i] * D[i]
• daxpy. Linear combination of two vectors. A[i] = a * B[i] + b * C[i].
• ddot. Dot product of two vectors.
• update. Update operations.
For each of the above, there are five variants:
• Single-precision. All the operations listed above are done using double-precision
floating point scalars.
• Multi-threaded. Multiple streams executing the same kernel. In our case we use
as many as cores available
• Non-temporal memory operations. By default operations are ordered in such
a way that temporal locality is exploited. In this variant, each of the kernels uses
non-temporal operations so that they do not observe this optimization.
• SSE. Variants of floating point operations that make use of the SSE vector
operation instructions of the x86 instruction set.
• AVX. Same as above but using the AVX set of instructions.
In addition, there are copy, load and store operations (clcopy, clload and clstore)
that are aligned in such a way that the performance of the CPU’s last-level cache (LLC)
is benchmarked. Thus, the total amount of microbenchmarks that are executed as part
of this set is 48.
4.1.2 Obtaining Performance Fingerprints
As part of my work, I created a fingerprinting tool as a reusable component that can
be used as a stage in experimentation pipelines. The tool assumes that machines being
profiles can run Docker containers or that have a C++ compiler installed. It is available
at: https://github.com/ivotron/docker-bench
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4.1.3 Using Performance Fingerprints
Performance fingerprints have multiple uses in the research delivery lifecycle in the area
of systems research. In this section I describe in detail the use in curation, and give a
brief overview of their use in the creation and validation phases since this is described
more extensively in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
4.1.3.1 Creation
Scientific claims in systems research are highly dependent on the underlying hardware
where experimentation pipeline run. In order to properly control for this source of
variability, well-established statistical techniques can be employed, provided there is a
large sample of performance measurements for the platforms in question; in other words,
a dataset of fingerprints for machines that are used to run experiments can be used
as the basis for building statistical tools. If we obtain a sufficiently large amount of
fingerprints over a relatively long period of time, we obtain a dataset that can be used
as the basis for building statistical tools for aiding researchers. A tool built using this
dataset of fingerprints can help answer questions such as “how many times do I need
to repeat an experiment so that my claims have high statistical confidence?” or “how
representative is a particular machine, with respect to the rest of machines of the same
hardware type?”. This is precisely what I have worked on as part of my research [69],
which is explained in detail in Section 4.5.
4.1.3.2 Validation
Validating a claim contained in a systems research article entails recreating the environ-
ment where the associated experimentation pipeline(s) ran:
1. Hardware. Having access to the same machines where an experiment ran or to the
same hardware configuration.
2. Firmware. Using the same firmware versions installed on the hardware.
3. Operating system. Using the same version of the operating system.
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4. Configuration. BIOS and OS configuration being the same as in the original study.
5. Software. The entire software stack is the same.
Assuming one can reconstruct all of the above, one should produce similar results with
respect to those obtained by the original author(s)2. As part of my dissertation work, I
studied the suitability of OS-level virtualization (software containers) [171] for addressing
point 5 from this list.
When testing an experimentation pipeline on a different hardware platform, that is,
when there is a change in any of 1-4, results can be different, depending on the effect
that these changes have in the underlying system performance, and on the susceptibility
of the experiment to those changes. In a scenario where experimental infrastructure
(e.g. CloudLab [150]) hosting thousands of experiments adds new infrastructure to its
inventory of machines, testing every pipeline on the new hardware represents a challenge
since one would rather skip experiments for which we expect results to hold. In other
words, it is desirable to allocate resources to test claims for which we a claim will likely
not hold, so that we can proceed to explain the root cause, which in turn might result in
generating new research insights[ˆirrepro-philosophy]. My thesis work addresses this by:
• Using fingerprints to create cross-platform performance prediction models that can
be used to identify experimentation pipelines whose associated claim(s) will not
hold when executed on a new hardware platform (Section 4.3).
• Using fingerprints to create resource utilization profiles that can aid in investigating
cases of irreproducibility (Section 4.4).
In these use cases, fingerprints allow to have architecture- and application-agnostic
profiling of the underlying platform.
4.1.3.3 Curation
As described in Section 1.2.1.4, one of the main challenges in curation is the preservation
of the “performance landscape” at the point in time when a scientific exploration was
2This is, assuming that the authors properly controlled for performance variability, as explained in
Section 4.5.
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carried out. For example, the claims contained in a paper for a distributed storage
system are highly dependent on the performance characteristics of the technology that
was available at the time the experiments where executed; specifically, the relationship
between network, storage, and CPU bandwidth. In an experiment like this, archiving a
fingerprint along with the results of an experiment help to contextualize the corresponding
performance landscape.
To illustrate the utility of having fingerprints in a curation context, we took the Ceph
OSDI ’06 paper [172] and reproduce one of its experiments. In particular, we look at the
scalability experiment from the data performance section (6.1). The reason for selecting
this paper is that we are familiar with these experiments. This makes it easier to reason
about contextual information not necessarily available directly from the paper.
The experiments in Section 6.1 of the original paper showed the ability of Ceph to
saturate disk evenly among the drives of the cluster. Figures 5-7 from the original paper
showed per-OSD performance as the object size varied from 4 KB to 4 MB. Results of
the scalability experiment are presented in Section 6.1.3 of the Ceph paper (Figure 8
on the original paper; reprinted below in Fig. 4.1). The goal of this experiment is to
show that Ceph scales linearly with the number of storage nodes, up to the point where
the network switch is saturated. This linear scalability is our reproducibility evaluation
criteria for this specific experiment.
The experiment used 4 MB objects to minimize random I/O noise from the hard drives.
We ignore the performance of the hash data distribution and increase the number
of placement groups to 128 per node, thus we meaningfully compare against the red
solid-dotted line in Figure 8 of the Ceph paper.
4.1.3.3.1 Reproducing Results on Similar Hardware
A subset of the hardware used for the Ceph experiments is still available in our laboratory.
Each node in the system consist of a 2-core 2212 AMD Opteron 2.0GHz, 8GB of RAM,
1GbE NIC and 250GB Seagate Barracuda ES hard drives. We created a containerized
version of the experiment using the 0.87 branch of Ceph. We use docker 1.3.3 and LXC
1.0.6 running on Ubuntu 12.04 hosts (3.13.0-43 x86_64 kernel).
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Figure 4.1: Reprinting Figure 8 from the original paper. The original caption reads:
“OSD write performance scales linearly with the size of the OSD cluster until the switch
is saturated at 24 OSDs. CRUSH and hash performance improves when more PGs lower
variance in OSD utilization.”
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The original scalability experiment ran with 20 clients per node on 20 nodes (400
clients total) and varied the number of OSDs from 2-26 in increments of 2. Every node
was connected via 1 GbE link, so the experiment theoretical upper bound was 2GB/s
(when there was enough capacity of the OSD cluster to have 20 1Gb connections) or
alternatively when the connection limit of the switch was reached. The paper experiments
were executed on a Netgear switch. This device has a capacity of approximately 14 GbE
in real total traffic (from a 20 advertised), corresponding to the 24 * 58 = 1400 MB/s
combined throughput shown in the original paper.
We scaled down the experiment by reducing the number of client nodes to 1 (running 16
client threads). This means that our network upper bound is approximately 110 MB/s
(the capacity of the 1GbE link from the client to the switch). We throttle I/O at 30
MB/s, so this is our scaling unit (the per-OSD increment). The reason for throttling
at 30 MB/s is that, over time, the Seagate disks have aged (they are 10 years old!)
and overall performance among the hard drives of our cluster is different from the ~58
MB/s observed in the original paper. In order to amortize, we had to take the lowest
common denominator which in this case is 30 MB/s. We throttle I/O by configuring
LXC containers with the control group blkio.throttle.write_bps_device directive.
Fig. 4.2 shows results of this scaled-down, throttled version of the scalability experiment.
An open question is to determine if the process of scaling-down and throttling resources
can be automated, given the profile repository described in the previous section.
We see that Ceph scales linearly with the number of OSDs, up to the point where we
saturate the 1GbE link3. We note that we don’t see 30 MB/s of net I/O utilization
since the current version of Ceph issues two I/O calls on each write request, one to the
write-ahead log and another one to the data backend. The original experiments used a
prototype version of Ceph that didn’t include this atomicity/durability feature. Fig. 4.2
also shows a projection of the original data to our setting. The original result shows
better scalability behavior due to newer and more stable hard drives.
3The experiment scales linearly up to 4 nodes. At OSD number 5, the 1 GbE link begins to exhibit
the effects of network pressure. We empirically corroborated this by re-executing the experiment with
two client nodes, in which case the experiment scales linearly up to 8 OSD nodes; at OSD number 9,
the two links begin to be pressured (approximately 140 MB/s). This data is available at the repository
associated to this use case (see Section V.C ).
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Figure 4.2: Reproducing a scaled-down version of the original OSDI ’06 scalability
experiment. The y-axis represents average throughput, as seen by the client. They
x-axis corresponds to the size of the cluster (in number of object storage devices (OSD).
The square marker corresponds to the average of 10 executions. The line with triangle
markers projects the original results to our setting. This projection is obtained by having
the 58 MB/s divided by 2 (to reflect the doubled I/O operation of the current Ceph
version), i.e. 24 MB/s as the scalability unit of the original experiment.
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4.1.3.3.2 Reproducing Results on Different Hardware
So far we have discussed how to reproduce an experiment on the original hardware.
But, as we have mentioned before, the challenge is in reproducing experiments on
different hardware. Having the experiment implemented in containers allows us to
swap components of the underlying hardware and repeat the experiment easily; after
all, this is one of the ultimate goals of virtualization, and containers aim at doing it
with minimal overhead. Our interest is in measuring the effects that replacing distinct
components has on experimental results. Our conjecture is that, for many cases, the
mapping methodology defined in the previous section will allow to reproduce results on
distinct hardware. As part of our efforts, we are working in characterizing the cases for
which our methodology will work and those for which it will not.
Thus, one of our initial goals is to empirically test the repercussions of replacing storage,
CPU, memory and network devices (among others). We now present preliminary results
on the outcome of swapping distinct storage drives. We re-executed the scalability
experiment, swapping four old hard drives with newer models. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.3.
The newer hard drives have the capacity to write at ~130 MB/s but we throttle I/O in
order to replicate the behavior of our older drives. Standard error markers show that
differences for two of the data points are statistically significant. Our expectation was
to find complete overlapping points, since at this scalability levels (1-4), variance is
relatively low. Additionally, the blkio cgroups subsystem has been empirically shown
to effectively isolate I/O operations at low loads [173].
After investigating further about the reason of these differences, we found the following.
As mentioned earlier, Ceph issues two I/O calls on each write request, one of them being
asynchronous. The cgroups blkio controller responsible for limiting I/O on block devices
(which we configure to 30 MB/s) cannot throttle asynchronous I/O operations since this
type of requests go to a queue that is shared at the system level by all containers running
in the host. We experientially corroborated this by executing a microbenchmark using
FIO that executed the same load (4MB files) on the two hard drives in question, but
using direct I/O exclusively. In this case, the performance corresponds to the throttled
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Figure 4.3: Showing the effect of replacing 4 hard drives with newer models. Old hard
drives are the same used in the previous figure and correspond to a set of 10 year old
250GB Seagate Barracuda ES (ST3250620NS). New hard drives correspond to 500GB
Western Digital Re (WD5003ABYZ) drives. Every data point corresponds to the average
(and standard error) of 10 executions.
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30 MB/s (lines perfectly overlap). We then executed a mixed workload of both direct
and async I/O requests and observed that the newer hard drive performs better than
the old one, with similar results as those showed in Fig. 4.3.
4.1.4 Related Work
Performance profilers can be categorized in three broad categories: application-level
profiling, OS-level profiling and agnostic. In the first category, applications are explicitly
instrumented in order to generate a performance. In the second category, the operating
system is instrumented and generates statistics of multiple hardware and software
counters available through the Kernel’s API. In Linux, the popular Perf Tools [174]
toolkit is available. Valgrind [175] is another alternative on Linux that automatically
injects applications with profiling directives, although this causes non-negligible effects.
The last category targets the profiling of a platform performance without instrumenting
an application and OS code. The Roofline Model [176] is a “visually intuitive performance
model used to bound the performance of various numerical methods and operations
running on multicore, manycore, or accelerator processor architectures”. The Empirical
Roofline Toolkit [177] can be used to obtain the characteristics of the underlying platform
that are used in the creation of roofline plots. In [178], the authors use the memory
access pattern pattern (MAPS) benchmark to characterize the performance of machines.
The Computer History Museum4 maintains a timeline of storage and CPU technologies,
describing the main technological milestones in the history of computers [179]. This
information does not include real performance metrics (e.g. bandwidth) of deployed
systems; only peak performance of listed components is mentioned.
4.1.5 Future Work
Up to now, we have only looked at characterizing performance of CPU and the volatile
memory hierarchy (RAM and CPU cache). Subsequent work can look at characterizing
other resources such as network, storage devices and accelerators (e.g. GPUs).
4https://www.computerhistory.org
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4.2 Aver: Formally Specifying and Automatically Validat-
ing Scientific Claims
Currently, scientific claims contained in a paper are expressed in narrative form, which
implies that a human needs to interpret the text in order to understand how the result of
an experiment backs a scientific claim. In my work, I look at how claims can be formally
specified in machine-readable format such that they can be automatically verified. In
this section I introduce Aver [66], a simple domain-specific language (DSL) that allows
researchers to express scientific claims in the form of expectation statements over tabular
data. Aver is also the validation engine that takes these statements and verifies them
against a dataset. Aver can be used in two phases of the research lifecycle: creation,
where an author expresses the expectations on the results of an experimentation pipeline;
and validation, where the statements are automatically verified against a dataset.
This section is organized as follows. I explain the intuition behind Aver in Section 4.2.1.
I then present the Aver DSL (Section 4.2.2) and the validation engine (Section 4.2.3).
Lastly, I present related (Section 4.2.5) and future work (Section 4.2.6).
4.2.1 From Charts to Formal Scientific Claims
The experimental section of a computer science (CS) article usually includes charts (bar,
point plots, box plots, etc.) that are referenced in the text in statements such as “we
observe that system A outperforms system B by 30%” or “algorithm A is 10 times faster
than algorithm B”. The data used to create a chart is usually in tabular form. Thus, if
we “reverse-engineer” a chart, we can go from a chart to the data in a table. The main
idea behind Aver is this: instead of making a claim based on a chart, one can make it
using first-order logic (FOL) statements that reference columns of the corresponding
tabular data, similar to how it is done in the relational model [180]. In relational model
terminology, a table is a relation and its schema (column names) determines the base
FOL predicates that can be used in statements, whereas a row in the table represents a
fact. A truth value of a FOL statement is determined by checking a concrete instance of
the relation (a table with concrete values). In other words, the contents of a table are
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checked against the FOL statement in order to assign its truth value.
Table 4.2: Table of runtime measurements for the experiment contained in Fig. 4.1. The
header of the table determines the predicates available to create FOL statements. Every
row in an instance of this schema (a table with values) is a fact.
configuration nodes performance net_saturated
c1 2 20 False
c2 4 40 False
. . . . . . . . . . . .
c12 24 240 False
c13 26 240 True
c14 28 240 True
To exemplify the previous description, take the chart in Fig. 4.1. This chart is accompa-
nied by the following statement: “OSD write performance scales linearly with the size of
the OSD cluster until the switch is saturated at 24 OSDs”. While we do not have access
to the original data, one can assume that it looks like the table presented in Tbl. 4.2.
The statement can be expressed in FOL as follows:
Predicates:
• Configuration(x): x is a configuration of the system (e.g. c1, c2, c3, etc.).
• Saturated(x): the network is saturated for x (configuration).
• Linear(x): the system performs linearly up to the number of nodes
associated to x (configuration).
Claim:
∀x : Configuration(x) ∧ (Linear(x) ∨ Saturated(x))
In narrative form, the above expresses: “for every system configuration, performance
scales linearly with respect to the number of nodes, as long as the network is not
saturated”. This FOL statement expresses the same claim as the one that appears in
the original article. Since this is a “for all” type of statement, in order for it to be true,
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every row (fact) contained in the table has to result in the statement being true when
used to instantiate the predicates, otherwise the claim is false. The particular example
in Tbl. 4.2 evaluates this claim to True. If the last two facts (rows) on the table had
False as the value for the saturated column, the claim would not hold (the system
would not be scaling linearly even though the network would not be saturated).
4.2.2 A First-order Logic-based DSL to Specify Scientific Claims
In order to aid in specifying scientific claims, I defined Aver, a DSL that aims at expressing
FOL statements in a succinct, programmer-friendly way. The full BNF grammar can be
found at Aver’s Github repository5. In general, the statements have the form:
[when <condition> [and|or <condition>]]
expect <condition> [and|or <condition>]
A claim is given via the expect clause, which specifies the conditions that must hold in
order for the claim to be true. For example, the following expresses the claim “system A
shows a 10x speedup over system B”:
expect
performance(system='a') > performance(system='b') * 10
The when optional clause is used to narrow (filter) the facts over which the expect
conditions are verified. For example, the following expresses the statement “once steady-
state is reached, algorithm A outperforms algorithm B in all read-write workloads”.
when
steady_state = true and workload = 'read-write'
expect
performance(algorithm='a') > performance(algorithm='b')
For completeness, the example statement given in the previous section can be specified
as:
5https://github.com/ivotron/aver
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when
saturated = false
expect
linear(performance, nodes)
Aver has built-in predicates that express a relationship between two metrics that are com-
monly used in systems research experiments such as log, linear, sublinear, quadratic,
strong_scaling, weak_scaling, among others.
As part of my ongoing work (see 4.2.6), I took a sample of 100 articles appearing in top
systems research conferences such as VLDB, SC, OSDI, NSDI, SOSP, and ASPLOS. For
all of them, the statements made in narrative form can be expressed using FOL. A small
subsample of four statements contained in this dataset is shown in Tbl. 4.3. The first
column shows the statement as it is written in the article. The second column shows it
written in the Aver DSL.
Table 4.3: Example Aver statements corresponding to claims made in papers appearing
in systems research articles. Rows 1-4 correspond to articles appearing in VLDB [181],
OSDI [182], NSDI [183], and HPDC [184], respectively.
Narrative Form Aver
Hadoop-GIS is more than a
factor of two faster than
DBMS-X
expect
time(system='hadoop-gis') <
2 * time(system='dbms-x')
in case of failure, both replication
and recomputation are faster than
restarting the job from scratch
expect
time(mode='replication') <
time(mode='restart')
and
time(mode='recompute') <
time(mode='restart')
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Narrative Form Aver
In virtually all the
communication patterns explored,
GlobalFirstFit and
SimulatedAnnealing significantly
outperform static hashing
(ECMP)
expect
perf(method='globalfirstfit') >
perf(method='ecmp')
and
perf(mode='simulatedannealing') >
perf(mode='ecmp')
the 16nm node shows that the
EDP and ED2 of PIM is always
better than the host, except for
the ED2 of CoMD_EAM3
when
config == '16nm'
expect
edp(system='PIM') <
edp(system='host')
when
config == '16nm' and
workload != 'CoMD_EAM3'
expect
ed2(system='PIM') <
ed2(system='host')
4.2.3 Validation Engine
Aver is also the name of a validation engine that tests statements in the Aver DSL against
a dataset. Aver assumes data is in tabular form. A command line interface (CLI) tool
accepts one or more statements written in a plain-text file. The statements are then
parsed and the resulting abstract syntax tree (AST) is processed in order to map an Aver
statement to SQL. The SQL statement results in a value of truth when executed against
the given dataset, and this is returned by the engine. The parser and the validation
engine can be found at Aver’s Github repository.
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4.2.4 Automated Validation in Research Delivery
The Aver DSL can be used by researchers to express the claims that their experimentation
pipelines are showing to be true. In addition, if they follow an experimentation protocol
such as Popper, which results in end-to-end automation of the pipeline, a validation
stage can be made part of it, which in turn results in having this verification stage
automatically executed. The direct advantage of this is that it removes the need of having
the original author(s) or human experts check the output data in order to corroborate
the claims made in an article.
Another outcome is the possibility of implementing “continuous validation”, which can
be seen as an adaptation of DevOps principle of continuous integration (see Section
3.2). In addition, this also allows curators to automatically and continuously check the
integrity of an experimentation pipeline.
4.2.5 Related Work
Aver’s use of FOL to express statements on tabular data (relations) is inspired on the
relational model [180]. Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [185,186] and File
Change Semantics (FCS) [187] are variations of FOL, whose goal is to represent language
and meaning using formal logic.
Automated processing of figures contained in an article has also been studied. In general
this work can be classified in those techniques that summarize [188] the content of a
graph, classifies it [189], or process it in order to extract data from a chart [190–192].
Another category of related work is the one concerned with the automatic extraction of
claims from academic articles [193]. Most of this work focuses on biomedical literature
[194,195]. Existing work also looks at the problem of representing claims, with most of
the work focusing on the use of RDF and semantic web technologies [196,197].
4.2.6 Future Work
One immediate goal for future work is the application of NLP techniques to extract Aver
statements from articles appearing in systems research conferences and journals.
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4.3 CLAPP: Cross-platform Validation of Scientific
Claims
In a scenario where an experimental infrastructure such as CloudLab [150] adds new
infrastructure to its inventory of machines, testing every existing pipeline on the new
hardware represents a challenge since one would rather skip experiments for which we
expect results to hold. In other words, it is desirable to allocate resources to test claims
for which it will likely not hold, so that we can proceed to explain the root cause, which
in turn might result in generating new research insights. In this section I present CLAPP
[67], a tool for creating cross-platform learning-assisted performance prediction models
with the goal of automating the validation of scientific claims across platforms.
CLAPP is an unobtrusive framework aimed at automatically obtaining performance
models for applications on distinct hardware platforms without the need of instrumenting
applications or profiling them. The main assumption behind CLAPP is the availability
of a multitude of distinct machines when obtaining performance models. When the
performance of an application is modeled in CLAPP (Fig. 4.4), the underlying system
platforms are baselined with the use of Fingerprinter (Section 4.1). The matrix (or
dataset) of performance vectors characterizes the available machines independently from
any application and can be used (and re-used) as the basis for applying statistical learning
techniques such as statistical regression analysis (SRA). In order to obtain a prediction
model, the application under study is executed on the same machines from where the
performance vectors were obtained, and a regression model is built and used to predict
performance (e.g. runtime). When the performance of an application for a new “unseen”
machine is predicted, the machine in question is baselined and the resulting vector is fed
to the model, with the resulting value representing the predicted performance.
In this section, I demonstrate that CLAPP can successfully predict the performance
of CPU- and memory-bound applications on multiple hardware architectures. We
demonstrate it by building models using data obtained from a set of Xeon machines
and predicting application performance for AMD, ARM and Atom CPUs with mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) below 5%.
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Figure 4.4: CLAPP’s workflow for obtaining a cross-platform prediction model for an
application.
The next two sections explain the intuition (Section 4.3.1) and technical aspects (Section
4.3.2) behind CLAPP. I evaluate this approach in Section 4.4.3. I close by discussing
future (Section 4.3.4) work.
4.3.1 Inferred Performance Modeling
The main goal of CLAPP is to produce prediction models without relying on instru-
mentation or explicit profiling. In order to achieve this, CLAPP introduces a technique
that we term Inferred Performance Modeling, where we create a model by inferring the
correlation between performance characteristics of an underlying hardware platform and
the performance of an application. The main idea is to execute the same application on
multiple platforms with distinct performance characteristics in order to infer the correla-
tion between differences at the platform level with differences in application performance.
We show an idealized scenario in Fig. 4.5. In this case, a memory-bound application X
is executed on three distinct platforms. If we treat the platform and application as black
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boxes, and only measure runtime metrics, we can use these to infer correlations and create
linear regression models. In this idealized example, application performance is perfectly
correlated to the underlying memory bandwidth performance of the platform. Using
this information, we can create a linear regression model to estimate the performance of
the application that are predicated on the underlying memory bandwidth metric.
In order to apply this inferred modeling approach, the performance of a platform needs
to be characterized first. While the hardware specification (the “hardware spec”) of a
machine could be used, the real performance characteristics can only be feasibly obtained
by executing programs and capturing runtime metrics. For CLAPP, we run a battery of
microbenchmarks to obtain performance fingerprints as explained in Section 4.1.
In Fig. 4.6, we show an example of a matrix of performance feature vectors for a collection
of servers (left), and an array of a performance metric for an application on those same
machines (right). Every column of a row comes from executing a microbenchmark on that
machine. This dataset of microbenchmarks allows us to create a performance prediction
model for applications, which we discuss on the next section. Variability patterns of an
application (zlog in the example) correlate with the same variability pattern of one or
more performance microbenchmark(s). Thus, the system subcomponent exercised by
the microbenchmark is likely to be also the cause of why the application exhibits such
performance behavior. Using this information, we can create a linear regression model to
predict the performance of an application on an unseen machine. To do this, the same
set of microbenchmarks is used to obtain a performance feature vector for the unseen
machine, and using this one can obtain the performance of one or more applications on
this unseen machine.
4.3.2 CLAPP pipelines
In this section we describe two ML pipelines that implement the CLAPP approach.
These pipelines are evaluated in the next section. In general, for each application being
modeled, a pipeline goes through the following steps:
1. Obtain performance fingerprints.
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Figure 4.5: Idealized example that illustrates the concept of inferred performance
modeling. In this example, we find that the performance of the application in question
is directly correlated to the memory bandwidth of the underlying platform. With this
information, we can create a linear model to represent the performance of this application,
predicated on the underlying memory bandwidth metric.
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…Unseen machine
???
Figure 4.6: Matrix of performance feature vectors over a collection of servers, along with a
performance metric for an application. This matrix serves as the basis for building linear
regression models for predicting the performance of applications on unseen architectures.
To do this, the same set of microbenchmarks is used to obtain a performance feature
vector for the unseen machine, and using this one can obtain the performance of one or
more applications on this unseen machine.
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2. Pre-process data
3. Tune hyper-parameters of the ML model being used.
4. Pick the best parameters and output the corresponding model.
For the first step, we use the two microbenchmarks described in Section 4.1, i.e. Stress-ng
and Likwid-bench. The post-processing step is a standard normalization of the data to
guard against dimensionality issues. The two ML models that we use in step 3 are the
following:
• Gradient Boosting on Decision Trees (GBDT) [198]. In particular, we use the
Scikit-Learn interface [199] to the XGBoost implementation of GBDT [200].
• Regression Neural Networks (RNN) [201]. In particular, we use the Keras [202]
interface to the Tensorflow library [203].
We optimize parameters using the stochastic algorithm implemented in the Hyperopt
Python library [204] (via the Hyperopt-sklearn library [205] for the GBDT pipeline).
For each model, before we optimize the hyperparameters of the ML model, we first
optimize the main parameter of Hyperopt, which corresponds to the number of trials
that the algorithm runs. The higher this value, the more hyper-parameter combinations.
The combinatorial space for each model is approximately 200,000. In Fig. 4.7, we show
an example of how this is empirically tuned. In this concrete example (and for this
application), we find that the ideal is to pick the value of the maxtrials parameter to
be at least 300.
4.3.3 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate two machine learning (ML) pipelines that implement the
CLAPP approach. We first describe the experimental setup (4.3.3.1), followed by the
evaluation of each pipeline (4.3.3.2). We then illustrate the trade-off between accuracy
and number machines included in the performance fingerprint dataset (4.3.3.3); and
briefly discuss runtime performance (4.3.3.4).
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Figure 4.7: Illustration on how the maxtrials parameter of hyperopt affects MAPE.
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Table 4.4: Table of machines used in this study, grouped by architecture.
Label Architecture Frequency Sockets Cores
pc3000 Xeon 3.00GHz 3.00GHz 1 1
scruffy Xeon E5-620 v1 2.40GHz 1 4
d710 Xeon E5-530 v1 2.40GHz 1 8
dl360 Xeon E5-2450 v1 2.10GHz 2 8
d820 Xeon E5-4620 v1 2.20GHz 2 8
c8220 Xeon E5-2660 v2 2.20GHz 2 10
d430 Xeon E5-2630 v3 2.40GHz 2 8
c6320 Xeon E5-2683 v3 2.00GHz 2 14
dss7500 Xeon E5-2673 v3 2.30GHz 2 6
xl170 Xeon E5-2640 v4 2.40GHz 1 10
m510 Xeon D-1548 2.00GHz 1 8
c6420 Xeon Gold 6142 2.60GHz 2 16
dwill Core i5-2400 3.10GHz 1 4
issdm-41 Opteron 2212 2.00GHz 2 2
m400 ARMv8 Atlas/A57 2.4 GHz 1 8
atom Atom C2550 2.4 GHz 1 4
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4.3.3.1 Experimental Setup
Machines used for this study are listed in Tbl. 4.4. All Xeon machines (except scruffy)
along with the ARMv8 machine are part of CloudLab [150]. The Atom machine is hosted
by Packet6 and the rest are part of UCSC’s experimental infrastructure. Horizontal
lines group machines by architecture. On each machine, fingerprints are obtained.
The applications being modeled consist of Mantevo [206] proxy applications Cloverleaf,
MiniAero, MiniAMR, MiniFE, CoMD, as well as HPCCG [207], LULESH [208], SSCA
[209], and the PyBench7 Python suite of tests.
4.3.3.2 Accuracy of CLAPP models
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Figure 4.8: Accuracy of prediction models produced by the xgboost pipeline using
stress-ng performance vectors.
CLAPP’s goal is to generate models that can predict application performance across
distinct architectures. To evaluate each pipeline, we take all the Xeon machines in
Tbl. 4.4 and execute each of the pipeline described in Section ?? to create prediction
models for every application mentioned previously. We evaluate the accuracy of a
prediction model by first obtaining feature vectors for the three unseen machines with
distinct architectures, namely AMD, ARM and Atom machines (labeled issdm-41, m400
6https://packet.net
7https://openbenchmarking.org/test/pts/pybench
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Figure 4.9: Accuracy of prediction models produced by the xgboost pipeline using
likwid performance vectors.
Table 4.5: Aggregated accuracy results for each pipeline, over all three machines and
nine applications.
Pipeline MAPE Mean MAPE Standard Deviation
xgboost-likwid 25 47
xgboost-stressng 17 9
keras-likwid 1.9 2.6
keras-stressng 121 158
and atom, respectively). Subsequently, we use the fingerprints for these unseen machines
and, for each application, we obtain the predicted performance and compare against the
actual performance.
Figures 4.8-4.11 show results of each of these. Each figure contains three charts, one
for each unseen platform. On each plot, the x-axis denotes the application whose
performance is being modeled and the y-axis correspond to the MAPE error metric. In
Tbl. 4.5, we report aggregated results for each [pipeline, dataset] pair. From this
table, we observe that the Keras pipeline using Likwid vectors (Fig. 4.11) generates the
most accurate models from the four alternatives.
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Figure 4.10: Accuracy of prediction models produced by the tensorflow pipeline using
stress-ng performance vectors.
4.3.3.3 Reducing the Number of Required Machines
The main limitation of CLAPP is the requirement of having to execute the same
application in all available machines. In this subsection we answer the question of
whether it is possible to reduce the number of required machines by analyzing how the
prediction accuracy of CLAPP models is affected by modifying the number of machines
from which feature vectors are obtained.
We ran a test where we obtained the powerset of 10 machines, and ran the pipeline, for
a single application, for each of the 1023 subsets. We then group models by associating
them to the set size where they were obtained from. In other words, we take all models
that were created from sets of a single machine, then the group of models from sets with
two machines, and so on and so forth.
In Fig. 4.12 we show the accuracy of models grouped by the criteria specified above. The
x-axis denotes the size of the machine set, whereas y-axis corresponds to the MAPE as
in all preceding charts. As we can observe, the more machines we take into account the
better prediction the models make. This can be better appreciated if we look at how the
training loss is improved with the number of machines we consider as shown in Fig. 4.13
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Figure 4.11: Accuracy of prediction models produced by the tensorflow pipeline using
likwid performance vectors.
4.3.3.4 Runtime Performance of CLAPP
It takes approximately one second to build a CLAPP model using Keras. This is
multiplied by the number of iterations executed by the hyperparameter tuning algorithm.
Thus, in the worst-case scenario, it takes ~200 seconds (200 iterations of hyperopt) to
optimize the regression neural network for an application. Since the entire dataset is just
4.5MB (10 data points for each [machine, app] pair), this pipeline does not benefit
from the parallelism features of the underlying Tensorflow engine.
4.3.4 Future Work
We are currently working in adapting this approach to profile distributed and multi-tiered
applications. We also plan to analyze the viability of applying CLAPP in multi-tenant
configurations and to profile long-running (multi-stage) applications such as a web-
service or big-data applications. In these cases, we would define phases of time and
apply CLAPP to each. The main challenge in this scenario is to automatically identify
the phases in such a way that we can obtain accurate prediction models.
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Figure 4.12: Variability of MAPE as the number of machines considered to build a model
increases.
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Figure 4.13: Variability of training loss as the number of machines considered to build a
model increases.
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4.4 quiho: Bottleneck Hints For Root Cause Analysis
When a codified expectation such as the ones expressed with Aver does not hold, it can
be considered a performance regression. In this section I present quiho, a framework for
learning-assisted profiling of resource utilization behavior of an application that can aid
in root cause analysis of performance regressions [68]. quiho assists the user in identifying
the starting points of a root cause investigation.
quiho’s approach is aimed at complementing automated performance regression testing
by using inferred resource utilization profiles (IRUP) associated to an application. quiho
is an alternative framework for profiling an application where the utilization of one or
more subsystems (e.g. virtual memory) is inferred by applying Statistical Regression
Analysis8 (SRA) on a dataset of application-independent performance vectors. The
main assumption behind quiho is the availability of multiple machines when exercising
performance regression testing, a reasonable requirement that is well-aligned with
current software engineering practices (performance regression is carried out on multiple
architectures and OSs).
When an application is profiled using quiho (Fig. 4.14), the machines available to the
performance tests are baselined by executing a battery of microbenchmarks on each.
This matrix of performance vectors characterizes the available machines independently
from any application and can be used (and re-used) as the foundation for applying
statistical learning techniques such as SRA. In order to infer resource utilization, the
application under study is executed on the same machines from where the performance
vectors where obtained, and SRA is applied. The result of the SRA for an application, in
particular feature importance, is used as a proxy to characterize hardware and low-level
system utilization behavior. The relative importance of these features constitutes what
we refer to as an inferred resource utilization profile (IRUP).
In this section, we demonstrate that this approach successfully identifies performance
regressions by showing that quiho (1) obtains resource utilization profiles for applications
that accurately reflect what their code do and (2) effectively uses these profiles to identify
8We use the term Statistical Regression Analysis (SRA) to differentiate between regression testing in
software engineering and regression analysis in statistics.
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Execute the battery of microbenchmarks
(stress-ng), as well as the application being 
profiled, on all the available machines.
1
Obtain dataset of stress-ng performance vectors 
for each machine, as well as the performance 
vector corresponding to the application.
2
X y
Create a prediction model via 
sklearn’s gradient boosting. This 
produces a tree ensemble. 
3
Create the IRUP by obtaining the 
relative ranking of feature 
importance out of the ensemble.
4
Figure 4.14: quiho’s workflow for generating inferred resource utilization profiles (IRUPs)
for an application. An IRUP is used as an alternative for profiling application performance
and can complement automated regression testing. For example, after a change in the
runtime of an application has been detected across two revisions of the code base, an
IRUP can be obtained in order to determine whether this change is significant. IRUPs
can also aid in root cause analysis.
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induced regressions as well as other regressions found in real-world applications. The
contributions in this section are:
• Insight: feature importance in SRA models (trained using application-independent
performance vectors) gives us a resource utilization profile (an IRUP) of an appli-
cation without having to look at the code.
• An automated end-to-end framework (based on the above finding), that aids
analysts in identifying significant changes in resource utilization behavior of ap-
plications which can also aid in identifying root cause of regressions, and that is
resilient to code refactoring.
• Methodology for evaluating automated performance regression. We introduce a set
of synthetic benchmarks aimed at evaluating automated regression testing without
the need of real bug repositories. These benchmarks take as input parameters that
determine their performance behavior, thus simulating different “versions” of an
application.
Next section (Section 4.4.1) shows the intuition behind quiho and how can be used to
automate regression tests. We then do a more in-depth description of quiho (Section
4.4.2), followed by our evaluation of this approach (Section 4.4.3). We then survey related
work (Section 4.4.4) and close with a brief discussion on challenges and opportunities
enabled by quiho (Section 4.4.5).
4.4.1 Intuition Behind quiho
In the previous section (Section 4.3), we showed how performance fingerprints can
serve as the basis for building prediction models by employing inferred performance
modeling (Section 4.3.1). Building a prediction model in this way can also serve as a
way of profiling resource utilization. If we use performance fingerprints to apply SRA
and focus on feature importance [210] of the generated models, they allow us to infer
resource utilization patterns by looking at the correlation between microbenchmarks in
the fingerprint and the performance of an application. While this can be inferred by
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obtaining correlation coefficients, proper SRA is needed in order to create prediction
models, as well as to obtain a relative rank of feature importances.
Relying on SRA as a way of inferring resource utilization behavior has the practical
consequence of quiho benefiting heavily from an heterogeneous setup. The more the
“performance diversity” of machines that are available for testing, the easier that quiho
can discover an application’s resource utilization behavior. Intuitively, this can be
explained as follows. If we run a IO-bound application on distinct machines with very
different CPU and memory subsystem performance but similar IO throughput, we won’t
be able to discover that the application’s bottleneck is on the IO subsystem. If we create
a more heterogeneous mix of machines, with larger IO performance variability, we can
discover that this application is IO-intensive since the performance of the application
will vary, depending on the capabilities of the underlying IO subsystem of each distinct
machine.
Thus, having high performance variability allows quiho to infer resource utilization
patterns by discovering the underlying correlations between the performance of mi-
crobenchmarks and an application’s performance. Since SRA results in creating a
performance prediction model for an application, we can rank features by sorting them
with respect to their relative performance prediction importance. We call this ranking an
Inferred Resource Utilization Profile (IRUP), as shown in Fig. 4.15. In the next section
we explain how these IRUPs are obtained and how they can be used in automated
performance regression tests. Chapter 4.4.3 empirically validates this approach.
4.4.2 System Resource Utilization Via Feature Importance in SRA
SRA is an approach for modeling the relationship between variables, usually correspond-
ing to observed data points [211]. One or more independent variables are used to obtain
a regression function that explains the values taken by a dependent variable. A common
approach is to assume a linear predictor function and estimate the unknown parameters
of the modeled relationships.
A large number of procedures have been developed for parameter estimation and inference
in linear regression. These methods differ in computational simplicity of algorithms,
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value, normalized with respect to the most important feature, which corresponds to the
first one on the y-axis (from top to bottom). Chapter ?? describes in detail how feature
importances are calculated.
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presence of a closed-form solution, robustness with respect to heavy-tailed distributions,
and theoretical assumptions needed to validate desirable statistical properties such as
consistency and asymptotic efficiency. Some of the more common estimation techniques
for linear regression are least-squares, maximum-likelihood estimation, among others.
scikit-learn [199] provides many of the previously mentioned techniques for building
regression models. Another technique available in scikit-learn is gradient boosting
[212]. Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique for regression and classification
problems, which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak
prediction models, typically decision trees [198]. It builds the model in a stage-wise
fashion like other boosting methods do, and it generalizes them by allowing optimization
of an arbitrary differentiable loss function. This function is then optimized over a
function space by iteratively choosing a function (weak hypothesis) that points in the
negative gradient direction.
Once an ensemble of trees for an application is generated, feature importances are
obtained in order to use them as the IRUP for an application. Fig. 4.14 shows the
process applied to obtaining IRUPs for an application. scikit-learn implements the
feature importance calculation algorithm introduced in [213] and is sketched in the
following pseudo-code algorithm. Given an ensemble of trees:
1. Initialize an f_importance array to hold a score for each feature in the dataset.
2. Take an unseen tree of the ensemble and traverse it using the following steps:
a. For each node that splits on feature i, compute the error reduction of that
node, multiplied by the number of samples that were routed to the node.
b. Add this quantity to the f_importance array (value corresponding to feature
i).
c. Once all nodes are traversed, pick another unseen tree from the ensemble and
go to 2.
3. Assign a score of 100 to the most important feature and normalize the rest of
elements in the f_importance array with respect to this one.
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For step 2.a, the error reduction is recursively defined by obtaining the difference between
the parent node impurity and the weighted sum of the two child node impurities. The
impurity criterion depends on whether the problem is a classification or regression one.
Gini or MSE (among many others) can be used for classification. For regression, variance
impurity is employed and corresponds to the variance of all data points that are routed
through that node.
We note that before generating a regression model, we normalize the data by obtaining
the z-score of the dataset. Given that the bogo-ops-per-second metric does not
quantify work consistently across stressors, we normalize the data in order to prevent
some features from dominating in the process of creating the prediction models. In
Chapter 4.4.3 we evaluate the effectiveness of IRUPs.
4.4.2.1 Using IRUPs in Automated Regression Tests
As shown in Fig. 4.16 (step 4), when trying to determine whether a performance
degradation occurred, IRUPs can be used to compare differences between current and
past versions of an application. In order to do so, we apply a simple algorithm. Given
two profiles A and B, look at first feature in the ranking (highest in the chart). Then,
compare the relative importance value for the feature and importance values for A and
B. If relative importance does not have the same value, the importance is considered
not equivalent and the algorithm stops. If values are similar, we move to the next, less
important factor and the compare again. This is repeated for as many features are
present in the dataset.
IRUPs can also be used as a pointer to where to start with an investigation that looks
for the root cause of the regression (Fig. 4.16, step 5). For example, if the stream stressor
(mimics the STREAM benchmark [170]) ends up being the most important feature, then
we can start by looking at any code/libraries that make use of this subcomponent of the
system. An analyst could also trace an application by capturing performance counters
over time and look at corresponding counters to see which code paths make heavy use of
the subcomponent in question.
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Figure 4.16: Automated regression testing pipeline integrating inferred resource utiliza-
tion profiles (IRUP). IRUPs are obtained by quiho and can be used both, for identifying
regressions, and to aid in the quest for finding the root cause of a regression.
4.4.3 Evaluation
In this section we answer the question of how well can IRUPs accurately capture
application performance behavior. For more experimental results we refer the reader
to [68]. We now demonstrate how IRUPs can effectively describe the fine granularity
resource utilization of an application with respect to a set of machines. Our methodology
is:
1. Given an application A, discover relevant performance features using the quiho
framework.
2. Do manual performance analysis of A to corroborate that discovered features are
indeed the cause of performance differences.
Fig. 4.15 shows the profile of an execution of the hpccg miniapp [207]. This proxy
application (or miniapp) [206] is a “conjugate gradient benchmark code for a 3D chimney
domain on an arbitrary number of processors [that] generates a 27-point finite difference
matrix with a user-prescribed sub-block size on each processor.” [207].
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Based on the profile, stackmmap and cache are the most important features. In order
to corroborate if this matches with what the application does, we profiled this execution
with perf. The stacked profile view shows that ~85% of the time the application is
running the function HPC_sparsemv(). The code for this function is shown in Lst. 4.1.
As the name implies, this snippet implements a sparse vector multiplication function
of the form y = Ax where A is a sparse matrix and the x and y vectors are dense. By
looking at this code, we see that the innermost loop iterates an array, accumulating
the sum of a multiplication. This type of code is a potential candidate for manifesting
bottlenecks associated with CPU cache locality [214].
Next, we analyze the IRUPs of other three applications[ˆbrevity]. These applications
are Redis [215], Scikit-learn [199], and SSCA [209]. Due to space constraints we omit
a similar detailed analysis as the one presented above for hpccg. However, resource
utilization characteristics of these code bases is well known and we verify IRUPs using
this knowledge.
In Fig. 4.17 we show IRUPs for these four applications9. The first two on the top
correspond to two tests of Redis, a popular open-source in-memory key-value database.
These two tests are SET, GET from the redis-benchmark command that test operations
that store and retrieve key-value pairs into/from the DB, respectively. The resource
utilization profiles suggest that SET and GET are memory intensive operations (first 3
stressors from each test, as shown in Tbl. 4.1), which is an obvious conclusion.
The next two IRUPs (below) correspond to performance tests for Scikit-learn and
SSCA. In the case of Scikit-learn, this test runs a comparison of several classifiers
in on a synthetic dataset. Scikit-learn uses NumPy [216] internally, which is known
to be memory-bound. The profile is aligned to this known behavior since the zero
microbenchmark stresses access.
The last application is SSCA, a graph analysis benchmark comprising of a data generator
and 4 kernels which operate on the graph. The benchmark is designed to have very little
locality, which causes the application to generate a many cache misses. As shown in the
profile, the first feature corresponds to the cache stressor, which as it was explained
9In order to enhance the visualization of the IRUPs we only show the top 5 most important features.
Complete profiles can be visualized on the Jupyter notebook contained in the github repository.
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earlier, stresses the CPU cache by generating a non-locality workload.
4.4.4 Related Work
Automated Regression Testing. Automated regression testing [217] can be broken
down in the following three steps. 1) In the case of large software projects, decide which
tests to execute [143]. This line of work is complementary to quiho. 2) Once a test
executes, decide whether a regression has occurred [218]. This can be broken down in
mainly two categories, as explained in [219]: pair-wise comparisons and model assisted.
quiho fits in the latter category, the main difference being that, as opposed to existing
solutions, quiho does not rely on having accurate prediction models since its goal is to
describe resource utilization (obtain IRUPs). 3) If a regression is observed, automatically
find the root cause or aid an analyst to find it [220,221]. While quiho does not find the
root cause of regressions, it complements the information that an analyst has available
to investigate further.
Profiling-based Performance Modeling. Modeling performance based on applica-
tion profiles has been studied before [178,222,223]. In [178], the MAPS benchmark is
used to characterize the performance of machines. These profiles are then convoluted
with application traces obtained by the MetaSim tool in order to obtain a prediction on
the performance of an application. In [223] the authors use randomized optimization
(genetic algorithms) to systematically explore the parameter space of an application in
order to create a record of <input, runtime> pairs. quiho can be used in this case to
augment the available information and have an IRUP associated to the inputs of the
application under study.
Performance Profile Visualization. An IRUP can be used to visualize performance
and thus have a resemblance with a flame graph [224]. In [225] the authors introduce the
concept of differential flame grahps, which can be used to visually compare the changes
between two or more flame graphs. A similar approach could be applied to IRUPs in
order to visualize the differences between two flame graphs.
Inducing Performance Regressions. In [226], the authors analyzed the code reposi-
tories of two open source projects in order to device a way of systematically inducing
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performance regressions. Our methodology instruments an application in order to
parametrize performance and control when changes in performance are triggered, as a
way of testing methods that are aimed at detecting these changes.
Decision Trees In Performance Engineering. In [227] the authors use decision
trees to detect anomalies and predict performance SLO violations. They validate their
approach using a TPC-W workload in a multi-tiered setting. In [219], the authors
use performance counters to build a regression model aimed at filtering out irrelevant
performance counters. In [228], the approach is similar but statistical process control
techniques are employed instead. In the case of quiho, the goal is to use decision trees as
a way of obtaining feature performance, thus, as opposed to what it’s proposed in [219],
the leaves of the generated decision trees contain actual performance predictions instead
of the name of performance counters
Correlation-based Analysis and Supervised Learning. Correlation and super-
vised learning approaches have been proposed in the context of software testing, mainly
for detecting anomalies in application performance [220]. In the former, runtime per-
formance metrics are correlated to application performance using a variety of distinct
metrics. In supervised learning, the goal is the same (build prediction models) but using
labeled datasets. Decision trees are a form of supervised learning, however, given that
quiho applies regression rather than classification techniques, it does not rely on labeled
datasets. Lastly, quiho is not intended to be used as a way of detecting anomalies,
although we have not analyzed its potential use in this scenario.
4.4.5 Future Work
Future work can look at adapting the quiho approach to profiling distributed and multi-
tiered applications. Also one can analyze the viability of applying quiho in multi-tenant
configurations and to profile long-running (multi-stage) applications such as a web-service
or big-data applications. In these cases, one would define windows of time and apply
quiho to each. The main challenge in this scenario is to automatically define the windows
in such a way that we can get accurate profiles.
In the era of cloud computing, even the most basic computer systems are complex multi-
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layered pieces of software, whose performance properties are difficult to comprehend.
Having complete understanding of the performance behavior of an application, considering
the parameter space (workloads, multi-tenancy, etc.) is challenging. Another application
of quiho would be to couple it with automated black-box (or even gray-box) testing
frameworks to improve the understanding of complex systems.
4.5 CONFIRM: Statistically Sound Experiments on Bare-
metal-as-a-Service Infrastructures
In systems research, a gap exists between current experimentation practices and the
statistically sound analysis of experimental results that is followed in other domains
of empirical research [3]. In this section, I present CONFIRM [69], a tool built in
collaboration with colleagues at The University of Utah. CONFIRM can be used in
bare-metal-as-a-service infrastructures by administrators and researchers to determine
how many times to execute an experiment, given a target confidence interval, in order
to obtain results that lay within this interval.
4.5.1 Variability in Systems Experiments
The fundamental way variability impacts systems research is that it affects our confidence
in the statistical power of our results and the correctness of conclusions that we draw.
When we run experiments and calculate statistics (mean, median, etc.) we are producing
empirical statistics from a sample (a finite number) of a notional population (an infinite
number) of executions. As we run more repetitions of an experiment, we can be more
confident that our empirical distributions are close to the population distributions, and
for key statistics such as the mean and median, we can compute confidence intervals
(CIs).
For a chosen confidence level α, a CI defines a range in which we are α% sure that the
population mean lies. For example, a sample mean of 10.0, with a CI of 9.9− 10.1 at
95% confidence indicates a 95% confidence that the true mean lies within r = 1% of
our estimate 10.0. In order to make a strong statement that one sample mean is higher
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than another, their CIs should not overlap [229]; if they do, it is possible that the true
population means have the reverse relationship. When an experiment is analyzing a
small effect (for example, a 5% performance improvement), a wide CI may invalidate
the conclusion.
Statistical methods fit into two broad classes: parametric and nonparametric techniques.
The former class, which is more well-known, relies on the assumption that the analyzed
data stems from known probability distributions, typically the Normal/Gaussian dis-
tribution. A variety of closed-form expressions for statistics of interest enable powerful
parametric analysis. In contrast, nonparametric techniques are used when the probability
distributions are unknown, and require fewer assumptions. Many studies suggest that
the normality assumption does not hold for the data obtained in computer systems
experiments, especially when the data includes measurements of performance. This
applies both on a single machine [230] and in parallel programs running on supercom-
puters [231]. Indeed, most of the data in our dataset (Section ??) does not follow the
normal distribution. Thus, we adopt nonparametric statistics for the remainder of this
section, and recommend that, for performance experiments, these methods be used
unless normality can be demonstrated. In [3] and [232], the authors provide advice for
statistically sound performance analysis and argue for applying robust nonparametric
techniques.
A natural question is how many repetitions of an experiment are likely to be needed
to achieve a sufficiently narrow CI (e.g., indicating that the empirical median differs
from the true median by no more than r = 1%) for a given confidence level α (e.g. 95%):
we want to be sure to run enough repetitions to be confident in our results, but don’t
want to waste time running more than necessary. We use E(r, α,X) to represent
this value for a set of experiment results X. Finding Eˇ(X) for parametric models is
straightforward, as most such models have a closed-form equation that uses an estimate
of the variance of X, obtained by running a handful of exploratory experiments. In the
nonparametric case, this number is harder to find, since we cannot make any assumptions
about the distribution and there is therefore no equation we can use. In Section 4.5.3,
the CONFIRM tool is introduced. CONFIRM makes it easy for experimenters to get
these estimates, and it is based on a resampling technique for estimating Eˇ(X) for
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nonparametric models.
4.5.2 A Dataset For Building Statistical Tools
In order to build statistical tools for experimenters, we first need to create a dataset
from where to obtain the statistical descriptors. Over a period of 10 months, from May
20, 2017 to April 1, 2018, we collected performance fingerprints on servers that are part
of the three CloudLab [150] clusters. The microbenchmarks were run while servers were
not allocated to other users, meaning that they did not affect, nor were they affected by,
other users of the facility. The dataset is open and publicly available [233].
The fingerprints were gathered from CloudLab’s three primary clusters: Utah, Wisconsin,
and Clemson. Servers at each site are divided into a small number of distinct homogeneous
types; no sites currently have overlapping types. All servers we tested are interconnected
via a 10Gbps “experiment” network within each site. At the time of our tests, each of
these sites had two “dominant” types consisting of tens to hundreds of servers. Some
sites have types with only a few instances containing specialized hardware such as GPUs
or many disks; we did not test these types to avoid consuming CloudLab’s scarcest
resources.
From the period of May 20th 2017 to April 1st 2018, we collected 10, 400 total runs from
835 total machines. Since each run involved execution of a multitude of benchmarks
in different configurations, we ended up with a total of 892, 964 distinct data points
over this period. We use the term “configuration” to refer to the combination of
hardware type, configuration, and benchmark settings. For example, the possible
memory configurations come from varying hardware type, socket number, single- or
multi-threaded operation, frequency scaling, and type of memory operation; this results
in 590 possible configurations for memory. Similarly, there are 96 possible configurations
for storage, and 27 possible configurations for network tests. Each data point in the
dataset comes from executing one configuration.
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4.5.3 CONFIRM: A Tool for Designing Statistically Sound Experi-
ments
Given that some amount of variability is inevitable, we turn to a perennial question
for experimenters: “How many repetitions do I need to run in order to be confident in
my results?” As described in Section 4.5.1, given a set of measurements and a desired
confidence level (such as 95%), we can compute a confidence interval (CI) for the mean
or median. A standard procedure is to “invert” this calculation, and for a given desired
confidence level and CI width, estimate how many repetitions are likely necessary to
achieve the desired confidence.
When assuming normality, there is a closed-form equation to calculate this estimate
[229]; the main input to this equation is an estimate of variance, typically obtained by
running a small number of trial runs. In the nonparametric space, there is no closed-form
equation, so producing such an estimate requires a more complex technique. We have
developed such a technique using resampling:
For a set of collected measurements X with n values, we randomly select a subset of
s ≤ n values for which we estimate the bounds of the CI for the median as described in
Section 4.5.1. We shuﬄe X, select another subset of s values, and obtain new estimates
of the CI. After we repeat this process c times, we calculate the means of the lower
and upper CI bounds. Obtained using sampling without replacement, each of these
random selections or “trials” represents a hypothetical scenario where a smaller, partial
subset of measurements was collected by an experimenter. The aforementioned averaging
eliminates the dependence of the results on the properties of a particular subset and
provides an aggregate view on the convergence of the CI observed across many trials.
The results presented in the rest of this section are obtained using c = 200. To estimate
the recommended number of measurements Eˇ(X), we start at s = 10, assuming that
smaller subsets are insufficient to estimate nonparametric CIs reliably and should not be
considered. Then, we increase s until s = n or the mean CIs fit within the desired error
bounds. In the former case, we conclude that these n samples are insufficient for meeting
the stopping condition, while in the latter case, we note that the experimentation could
have stopped after Eˇ(X) = s measurements according to the selected allowed error and
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confidence level.
We have implemented this technique in a service we call CONFIRM, for CONFIdence-
based Repetition Meter. This dashboard imports our benchmarking datasets and facilities
interactive nonparametric analysis of CIs for measurements collected from individual
servers, groups of servers, and entire hardware types available on CloudLab. The tools
is available at https://confirm.fyi.
4.5.4 Related Work
In [234], the authors present a profiling study of a Warehouse-Scale Computer where
they analyze 12 to 36 months worth of performance counter metrics for applications
running on Google data centers. The study focuses on microarchitecture-level statistics
to identify hotspots in distributed applications, main memory and CPU cache latencies,
among others. In contrast, we focus on coarser-grained metrics such as runtime and
bandwidth of microbenchmarks with the goal of taking into account the points of view
of both system administrators and users. Similar studies have focused on other cloud
platforms such as Microsoft’s Azure [235]. Other related profiling efforts have the goal
of improving the scheduling of applications on shared infrastructure by identifying and
reducing contention between applications [236,237]. More recently, in [238], the authors
present a study of the impact of slow failures (i.e. “hardware that is still running and
functional but in a degraded mode, slower than its expected performance”) found in
large-scale cluster deployments in 12 institutions.
In [239] the authors describe a suite of tests composed of of microbenchmarks that run
continuously over the entire Grid5000 infrastructure. The heuristic to decide which tests
to run and where is similar to ours, but in our case we prioritize testbed coverage. In
[240] a set of open questions for experimental testbeds are outlined, with respect to
reproducibility of experiments. In particular, the topic of “Respective Responsibilities
of Testbeds and Experimenters”" poses the questions of “How far should testbeds go
with providing advanced services to experimenters? What should be left as a burden
for experimenters?” As part of our work, we have introduced the foundation for a new
service that aids experimenters in getting a better understanding of the variability of
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the underlying platform with respect to the performance of basic subcomponents (CPU,
memory bandwidth, network and storage).
4.5.5 Future Work
In this study, we have deliberately focused on the set of hardware resources whose
performance is of the most interest in the CloudLab testbed. Differences due to system
software and libraries—kernels, compilers, memory allocators, etc. should not be
discounted, and there are many more hardware metrics that are of interest. We hope to
expand our study to include these factors in the future.
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Listing 4.1 Source code for bottleneck function in HPCCG.
int HPC_sparsemv(HPC_Sparse_Matrix *A,
const double * const x,
double * const y)
{
const int nrow = (const int) A->local_nrow;
for (int i=0; i< nrow; i++) {
double sum = 0.0;
const double * const cur_vals =
(const double * const) A->ptr_to_vals_in_row[i];
const int * const cur_inds =
(const int * const) A->ptr_to_inds_in_row[i];
const int cur_nnz = (const int) A->nnz_in_row[i];
for (int j=0; j< cur_nnz; j++)
sum += cur_vals[j]*x[cur_inds[j]];
y[i] = sum;
}
return(0);
}
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Chapter 5
Black Swan: Ongoing and Future Work
The goal of Popper (Chapter 3) is to bring the same methods and tools used for
DevOps to scientists and industry researchers. Our experience in the past four years
developing and evangelizing the use of Popper in multiple scientific domains has allowed
us to identify opportunities where open-source software (OSS) can be used to close
the existing gap in current research practices. While the Popper protocol is relatively
easy to follow (wrap experimentation pipelines in the form of a sequence of Bash
scripts), for many practitioners it still represents a big leap between current practices
and where OSS development communities are today (automated, portable and versioned
software testing pipelines). To this end, in this chapter I present our ongoing and
future work: Black Swan1, a platform for practical reproducible research. In a nutshell,
Black Swan enables the agile delivery of research generated in universities and other
research institutions, significantly accelerating technology transfers between research
and operational environments.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 expands on the need for Black Swan,
while Section 5.2 presents the components of the proposed platform and how they address
the current gaps. Section 5.3 illustrates the utility of the platform by describing use
1Black swans are typically used to illustrate the concept of falsifiability: the statement “all swans are
white” is made falsifiable by defining the condition under which it would be false, i.e. finding one or
more non-white swans. In this case, the statement was actually proven false by the discovery of black
swans in Australia in the 1600’s. We envision Black Swan (the platform) to be a tool for researchers to
easily find black swans in their computational or data science theories (i.e. identify when their claims are
false) and, more importantly, allow them to investigate why.
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cases where Black Swan would be used. We close by discussing challenges in Section 5.4.
5.1 Popper In Practice
Since a Popper pipeline (Section 3.3) is, fundamentally, a list of Bash scripts (with a
specific execution order) stored in a version control repository with a pre-defined folder
structure, implementing a self-verifiable pipeline (SEP) [25] (Section 3.3.2) is an arguably
straightforward habit to adopt.2 However, based on our first-hand experience following
the protocol in our laboratory, as well as teaching hands-on tutorials for the past year,
we have identified two broad classes of users. On the one hand, there is the user that
goes through the learning curve and experiences the benefits of following the protocol,
both at the personal level, and when collaborating with others. In words of some of the
attendees to the tutorials, “it quickly pays off” to go through the learning process. On
the other hand, the fact that a Popper pipeline is implemented a priori (i.e. before an
article has written), and that creating reusable pipelines implies the use of new tools
(such as Docker or Spack), its adoption is seen by some potential new users as a big
paradigm shift. The main criticism from this set of people is that “there is no time” for
a researcher or student to do things in this “radically new way”.
Given the above, we see an opportunity to develop new OSS technology to close the gap
for those that still resist to take the leap. The main objective is to create a platform
where it is ridiculously easy to both, implement and re-execute experimentation pipelines.
Our target quantifiable goals are “push-button” repeatability (re-execute an existing
experiment) and “no more than 10 minutes” to assemble the skeletal components of a
new scientific exploration pipeline (a few clicks on a web-based GUI should suffice).
2Based on our first-hand experience, we spend at most the same amount of time implementing a
pipeline; what changes is the approach, i.e. we write scripts to automate a pipeline instead of manually
executing it. This, in turn, means that the more we re-execute a pipeline, and the more we reuse stages
across distinct explorations, the more it pays off.
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Figure 5.1: Black Swan will leverage existing services.
5.2 Black Swan
Once implemented, Black Swan will be a community-driven reproducibility platform
that enables the agile delivery and validation of scientific insights. There are five main
functional components of the platform.
External Service Integrations
One design principle is not to re-invent the wheel. That is, rather than re-implementing
functionality found in other services or tools, Black Swan will have a pluggable mechanism
so that it can integrate with these. A diagram of basic integrations is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Version control services will store a pipeline’s content; input and output will be version-
controlled by connecting to dataset management services; CI services will continuously
validate the integrity of a pipeline; and a database service will be used to store the history
of executions for each pipeline, and as much environmental information as possible.
Automated Compliance Verification
Black Swan automates the process of verifying that a pipeline complies with the SEP
criteria outlined previously, in a domain-agnostic way. Verification is done at runtime
and is based on conventions of what the output of a pipeline looks like. For example,
to verify that code and data repositories are being cloned, the output of a pipeline
(what’s get printed to stdout) is inspected to verify that repositories are being contacted
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(e.g. downloading from Github or Zenodo); the task of infrastructure allocation is
expected to generate a manifest.yml (or system.json) file; explicit parametrization is
verified by checking whether a parameters.yml file exists; and so on and so forth. By
default, a pre-defined list of checks will be supported but the underlying mechanism will
be extensible so more items are added in order to verify SEP compliance.
Pipeline Catalog and Pipeline Builder
In order to facilitate the adoption of the DevOps practice, the platform will incorporate
a GUI component to allow users to visualize Popper pipelines and their stages. In
particular, a Pipeline Builder will allow users to “mix and match” stages from an existing
catalog of SEP compliant, community-maintained pipelines (Fig. ??). The reusable
catalog and the pipeline builder illustrate the importance that community will have in
the success of Black Swan as an OSS project. Unless there is a community-wide effort
in place, Black Swan will not succeed as a viable project; maintaining a pipeline by a
single individual is too overwhelming.
Sketch of the pipeline builder GUI.
Differential Analysis
Whenever the validation stage of a SEP pipeline fails, we have found a black swan, i.e. the
domain-specific expectations on results do not hold. Having access to the environmental
information on which hardware and software was a pipeline re-executed on, Black Swan
will provide facilities to automatically analyze and compare against previous successful
executions in order to determine root causes of irreproducibility, or to aid researchers
in finding them by incorporating GUI elements to support the visual inspection of
differences.
Validation Dashboard
Borrowing ideas from [241], Black Swan will incorporate facilities to quickly visualize the
status of a pipeline with respect to domain-specific validations. For failed validations,
the dashboard will provide links to trigger differential analysis with respect to previous
successful executions, as described above.
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5.3 Use cases
We describe three use cases for which we envision Black Swan to be directly applicable.
Technology Transfer
Organizations with Research and Development (R&D) units such as tech companies
and government-funded institutions (DOE labs, NASA, universities) spend significant
amounts of resources transferring technology from R&D to production environments.
Deploying an instance Black Swan internally (or using a public one) would allow
organizations to streamline tech (and knowledge) transfers.
Research Curation
In the past decade, institutional libraries have invested a significant amount of resources
in the creation of Data Repositories. These efforts are aimed at systematically managing
the output of research. For example, EU’s OpenAIRE3 initiative is a catalog of software
and data containing more than 80 million entries (each being a code repository or
dataset). Similar efforts are underway in the US such as the Center for Open Science’s
Open Science Framework4. We see Black Swan complementing these efforts, since Popper
enables the curation of research by enabling all these existing repositories to be easily
executed and validated over time.
Self-validation of Academic Articles
A growing number of Computer Science conferences and journals incorporate an artifact
evaluation process in which authors of an article submit an artifact description5 (AD)
that is tested by a committee, in order to verify that experiments presented in a paper
can be re-executed by others. Black Swan can be leveraged to automatically test the
reproducibility aspects of articles, assuming the pipeline(s) corresponding to an article
are SEP compliant [25].
3http://openaire.eu/
4https://osf.io
5http://ctuning.org/ae/submission.html
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5.4 Challenges
Managing changes to code using version-control systems; managing data with dataset
management systems; continuously integrating (CI) and deploying (CD) software; all
have become standard practices in OSS communities, not because of a fad but because
of the quantifiable benefits that following best practices bring. To the contrary, in R&D
settings, these practices are seen as a burden. The biggest challenge we face lies in
changing the culture within organizations and teams; finding the right incentives so that
these users can make the leap and adopt agile practices, so they can enjoy the benefits
that come from embracing DevOps.
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